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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Lead-Free Soldering 

In the manufacturing of electronic assemblies, the electronic components are fixed 

onto the printed circuit board mainly by soldering. Soldering is a process where an 

electrical and mechanical joint is created between metal items by joining them with a 

filler metal (solder). The solder is a low temperature melting point alloy so it has a 

lower melting point than the items to be joined together [1.1]. In the soldering 

process, heat is applied to the joining parts, causing the solder to melt and be drawn 

into the joint by capillary effect and to bond to the materials by wetting action. After 

the metal cools, the resulted joint solidifies and becomes mechanically stable. 

Solderability requires wetting (low contact angle) of the surface by the solder. In 

order to gain good solderability the leads of electronic components are plated with a 

thin layer of a certain metal. For many years, in the electronic industry solders and 

platings were made of tin, lead and their alloys, due to their low melting temperatures 

and wide availability. 

In the previous years, the European Union has adopted a directive on the restriction 

of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment. This 

is called the directive on the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) [1.2]. The 

RoHS directive aims to restrict certain dangerous substances commonly used in the 

industries. Any RoHS compliant component is tested for the presence of lead (Pb), 

cadmium (Cd), mercury (Hg), hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)), polybrominated 

biphenyls (PBB), and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE). Restricting lead has 

generated the most amount of change in the electronics industry. Due to restrictions 

on the use of lead within electronic components in the European Union from the 1 

July 2006, lead containing metallization needed to be converted to lead-free 

alternatives. Similar restrictions have been established in Asia and the USA in 

accordance with RoHS guidelines.  

The RoHS directive forced most electronic part manufacturers to replace the 

traditionally used tin-lead finishes to lead-free finishes. After changing the finishing 
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metallization on the components from tin-lead alloys, tin electroplating became the 

most common method because of its good wettability, reliable solder joints, corrosion 

resistance, low cost and ease of storage. However, it soon became obvious that these 

platings form whiskers easily (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1. Tin whiskers on the surface of the electroplated pin of a component 

A tin whisker is a tin needle grown spontaneously on finished surfaces [1.3−1.6]. It 

may be formed spontaneously during storage with an incubation time even up to years. 

Tin whiskers are formed in electronic appliences in various areas; such as pins of 

components, surface finishes on PWBs, connectors or metal lids. Tin plated films 

containing more than 3% lead mitigate the formation of tin whiskers and this had been 

an industry accepted solution for over 50 years [1.7, 1.8]. The absence of lead has 

resulted in a reliability issue: the formation of conductive tin whiskers that grow 

across component leads can cause current leakage or short circuits, and ultimately the 

failure of electronic circuits [1.9]. The probability of whisker bridging significantly 

increases when minimizing the size of electronic components and reducing the space 

between them. Apart from tin, whiskers may grow in various types of metal surfaces, 

such as zinc, cadmium or silver. Metal whiskers usually have similar characteristics 

[1.10]. 
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The mechanism of tin whisker growth has been studied for many years. Although 

its mechanism is not completely understood, it is mainly theorized that such growth is 

caused by compressive mechanical stress gradients, such as residual stresses caused 

by electroplating; stresses caused by the diffusion of different metals, thermally 

induced stresses or mechanically induced stresses. In the presence of compressive 

stress the whiskers are extruded as a stress release mechanism [1.11, 1.12]. 

Tin whiskers are serious reliability risks to electronic assemblies. If a whisker 

shorts in a circuit, it may result in a stable short circuit if the current may not be high 

enough to melt the whisker open. Depending on factors such as the diameter and 

length of the whisker, more than 30 mA can be needed to fuse open a tin whisker. If 

the available current exceeds the fusing current of the whisker, the circuit may only 

experience a temporary failure as the whisker fuse opens. Even if the developed 

whisker is far from a neighbouring circuit path or component lead, whiskers or parts 

of whiskers may break off and bridge other conductors further away from the place 

where the whisker had originally developed. This way any part of the whole device is 

in risk of failure [1.9].  

 

1.2 The Motivation of the Research 

The first reports of tin whiskers were published in a 1951 paper by K.G. Compton, 

et al. [1.13]. During the 1950s, whisker fundamentals were addressed and most of the 

basic concepts currently used to describe whisker formation and growth were 

proposed. In the early 1960s, Arnold discovered that the addition of Pb with at least 

1% wt to pure Sn prevents whisker formation [1.14]. The industry has successfully 

utilized Sn-Pb for soldering and finishes for over 50 years, before restricting the use 

of Pb in electronic products. Since pure Sn and Sn-based alloys are considered as the 

most suitable candidates to replace SnPb alloys, the tin whisker phenomenon 

reappeared as a serious reliability concern in the electronic industry especially since 

the spacings of electronic circuits have been severely reduced. 

In the past, there have been several reports on failures which were caused by 

whiskers and resulting in huge financial damage. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
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field failures have been reported in a variety of electronic applications from consumer 

electronics to space-based systems. Four satellites suffered complete failures due to 

tin whiskers, pacemaker models had to be recalled, and diodes in a nuclear power 

plant had failures causing it to shut down [1.15]. These events have also made a focus 

on the problem. Since whisker could vaporize when it shorts, many cases of failure in 

electronic devices had not been linked with whiskers making the phenomenon even 

larger in relevance.  

The past events highlighted the problem and made companies to consider 

whiskering as a reliability issue and start to take precautions to mitigate its 

development. Unfortunately, there is still no perfect strategy to avoid the growth of tin 

whiskers in pure or almost pure tin layers. There are many strategies for mitigation 

(such as annealing, solder dipping or using conformal coating) but neither of them 

eliminates completely the risk of whiskering. On products where high reliability is 

important, it is essential to find solutions that avoid the shorting and thereby faulting 

of the particular product caused by tin whiskers. The motivation of this research is to 

understand the behaviour of tin whisker growth in order to help the process of 

mitigating the development of these whiskers in the future.  
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND INVESTIGATION 

METHODS 

2.1 The “Whisker” 

Tin whiskers grow in order to relieve mechanical stresses within the tin layer. The 

major cause of whisker growth is the development of compressive mechanical stresses 

inside the tin layer between the grains. These stresses may develop by several reasons, 

such as residual stresses due to electroplating, mechanically induced stresses; stresses 

caused by diffusion of different metals, and thermally induced stresses.  

 

Figure 2.1. Whisker popping up from a grain by sudden incremental jumps 

The stress inside the tin layer can be caused even at the developing stage of the 

plating by factors like the plating chemistry and process. Electroplating has a major 

risk on whiskering because “bright” (grain size < 1 μm) tin plating processes can 

introduce greater residual stresses than other plating processes. In later stages of the 

plating, the diffusion of the substrate material into the tin plating forms intermetallic 

compounds (Cu6Sn5 or Cu3Sn) that alter the lattice spacing in the tin plating. This may 

create additional stress in the tin layer that can be relieved through the formation of tin 

whiskers [1.11]. Mechanically induced stresses are externally applied compressive 

stresses caused by bending or stretching the surface after plating. These cause local 

stress concentrations and possibly provide openings in any protective surface oxide 
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layers. Thermally induced stresses are developed because of the mismatches in 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) between the plating material and substrate. 

Recently another stress source is thought to be found [2.1−2.2]; with the growing of 

tin-oxide (SnOx) films stresses are induced from the surface towards the tin layer 

causing whiskers to grow around the corroded islands. The whisker growth is due to a 

two-step process: firstly, the presence of residual pressure inside the tin plating is 

appeared. Secondly, a crack forms in the upper surface tin oxide layer, which allows 

the tin underneath to extrude out by sudden incremental jumps (Figure 2.1) [2.3]. 

 

Figure 2.2. The main morphological types of spontaneous crystal growth;  

a) filament whisker, b) columnar whisker, c) nodule whisker, d) hillock 

While whiskers are considered mostly single crystal eruptions, many whiskers 

consist of more than one abnormally large crystal within their structure, especially 

within their base. Whiskers can appear in all kinds of shapes including straight, 

kinked, bent, forked, and lumps or they even can have a combined morphology, 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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appear as nodules or odd shaped eruptions. There are a few main morphological types 

of spontaneous crystal growth which are usually observed on tin-based finishes [2.4, 

2.5]. 

The filament type whisker is mostly single crystal, needle-like and is thought to be 

the most dangerous type of whisker by both literature and industry (Figure 2.2.a). The 

diameter of the detected filament whiskers are typically in the range of 1-3 µm and 

their length is from a few tens to several hundreds of micrometres. It is mostly 

associated with bright finishes. Columnar whiskers are usually shorter and thicker 

than filaments (Figure 2.2.b). The diameter is usually in the range of 2-6 µm 

depending on the grain size of the tin layer, with length rarely exceeding 0.2 mm and 

a streaked surface. The columnar whisker is sometimes polycrystalline. It is the most 

common whisker crystal shape on “matte” (grain size > 1 μm) tin finishes. Nodule 

whiskers are generally not straight, are thick and have a bundle base (Figure 2.2.c). 

The shape and size of the nodules vary greatly; the diameter of the base can be 5-20 

µm and their length is usually around 10-50 µm. They normally appear as precursors 

to filament whiskers. Hillocks are pyramid shape structures, which are often bases for 

later growing whiskers (Figure 2.2.d.). They have both lateral and vertical dimensions 

in the range of a few µms.  

 

2.2 Whisker Standards 

The implementation of lead-free finishes in manufacturing of electronic assemblies 

and components called for a set of standardised test methods and specification 

standards enabling the assessment of susceptibility and defining acceptance 

requirements for whisker growth on pure tin and tin based finishes. In order to 

examine whiskers more thoroughly, whisker growth can be accelerated with 

environmental tests. Companies in the industry have been working intensively to 

identify and evaluate environmental test conditions for the assessment of whisker 

growth propensity of tin coatings. Among these three main consortiums can be 

identified which have set up standards for measuring whisker growth: iNEMI 

(International Electronics Manufacturing Initiative) creating JEDEC Whisker 
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Standards, such as JESD22-A121A, IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission, 

IEC 60068-2-82 standard) and JEITA (Japan Electronics and Information Technology 

Industries Association, ET-7410 standard). These standards define the accelerated 

tests that should be run and how the test and the inspection should be carried out. In 

Table 2.1 a comparison between the standards can be seen. 

Table 2.1. Environmental test conditions’ comparison between standards 

Standard JESD22-A121A IEC 60068-2-82 ET-7410 

Issue date 2008 July 2007 May 2005 Dec 

Ambient storage 30 °C, 60%RH 30 °C, 60%RH,  

25 °C, 55%RH 

30 °C, 60%RH 

Elevated temperature 

humidity storage 

55 °C, 85%RH 55 °C, 85%RH 55 °C, 85%RH 

Temperature cycling -55 − -40 °C to 85 °C -55− -40 °C to 85 − 125 °C -40 °C to 85 °C 

Most accelerating environmental tests are in an elevated temperature under 125 °C, 

since the application of higher temperature relieves internal stress. In literature, 

whisker growth has been studied under various environmental conditions, like 50 °C/ 

50% RH (Relative Humidity) [2.6], 60 °C/ 85-90% RH [2.2, 2.7] or 85 °C/ 85% RH 

[2.1]. Still most of the studies of whisker growth follow the whisker standards such as 

60 °C/ 93% RH [2.1, 2.2, 2.8−2.13] or 55 °C/ 85% RH [2.14, 2.15]. Tests for 60 °C/ 

85-93% RH mostly follow the iNEMI Whisker Test Method Standardization 

Committee’s recommendations for tin whisker test methods in 2005 [2.16], where the 

high humidity storage condition was 60 °C/ 93% RH (This has been revised in the 

2008 edition of JESD22-A121A to 55 °C/ 85% RH). Other standards like the 

IEC60068 and ET-7410 consider 55 °C/ 85% RH as the standard whisker evaluating 

test. Although the results in whisker evaluation show consistency, it is difficult to 

make comparisons because the various studies differ regarding lead frame, plating 

bath, plating thickness, annealing, etc. 
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2.3 Applied Methods for the Inspection of Whiskers 

According to the JEDEC standard, whisker length can be measured in two ways. 

Previously (in 2005 in JESD22A121) axial whisker length method was used, where 

whisker length is measured from the termination/surface to the whisker tip. For the 

whiskers that bend and change directions, the total axial length may be estimated by 

adding all of the straight subdivisions of a whisker. In Figure 2.3, there is an example 

that estimates the axial whisker length when the whisker is segmented. Newer 

standards (such as JESD22-A121A in 2008) measure the whisker length as the 

straight line distance from the termination/surface to the most distant point on the 

whisker, i.e. the radius of a sphere containing the whisker with its centre located at the 

point of emergence (Figure 2.3. b).  

 

Figure 2.3. Methods for calculating whisker length, a) axial b) sphere radius [2.17] 

The whisker length was measured according to the latter way in the conducted 

experiments of the research seen in Chapter 4−6. Surface observation was carried out 

by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to count and characterize the 

whisker growth. Initially, lower magnification (x150 – x300) was used to observe and 

search the entire surface for whiskers and to identify the longest one. After, the 

whiskers were further inspected by using higher magnification (up to x10,000). In 

some cases, in order to find the correct length of the whisker, the sample had to be 

first rotated and tilted. 

To observe the microstructure of the tin plating nearby a whisker, focused ion 

beam (FIB) was used. By focusing a beam of ions on the surface of the sample, FIB 

etches the sample on the assigned area and the cross-section of the area can be 

observed to up to 20 µm depth after tilting by 45-60°. FIB Scanning Ion Microscope 

(SIM) images offer better channelling contrast than SEM images, which are formed 

b) a) 
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by differences in crystalline orientations. This advantage is very suited to metallic 

textures and plated films. As a result, grain morphology can be readily imaged 

without resorting to chemical etching. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

was used for elemental analysis. The SEM-EDS can be used to find the chemical 

composition of materials down to a spot size of around 1 µm, and to create element 

composition maps over a much broader area. But for analysing the elements on the 

cross-section of the sample after etching by FIB, this spot size is too large. In this case 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) EDS is used where the spot size is an 

ultimate small area of 5 nm so accurate analysis can be made. In order to do so, the 

TEM samples must be electron transparent which means that the thickness must be 

about 100 nm or less. 

 

Figure 2.4. Development of a TEM sample with FIB: a) etching around the sample,  

b) after moving the sample to the TEM sample holder, thinning the membrane. 

If an exact position on the sample needs to be observed by TEM (e.g. the root of a 

whisker) FIB is used to mill very thin membranes from the specific area of interest. 

Firstly, in order to protect the sample surface, tungsten film is deposited by chemical 

vapour deposition (CVD) assisted by a focused gallium ion beam. Then the sample is 

etched around and cut underneath with focused gallium ion beam (Figure 2.4.a.) 

leaving a bridge to keep the sample in position. After attaching the FIB probe by 

depositing tungsten on the top of the sample, the bridge between the sample and the 

mother can be etched. After attaching the sample to a TEM observation stage with 

tungsten deposition and etching off the probe, the sample is etched step-by-step 

creating a membrane with a thickness which is appropriate for TEM observation 

(Figure 2.4.b.).  

b) a) 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Whisker Growth Models 

Even though there has been significant research about tin whiskers, there have 

been only a few theories proposed that have attempted to describe the growth 

mechanism. The driving force of tin whisker growth is the compressive stress in the 

tin films, so the energy of the system must be lowered. In most cases after plating, tin 

develops into a columnar structure with vertical boundaries. The recrystallization can 

result in the formation of non-vertical, oblique grain boundaries (Figure 3.1.a). 

Several studies have shown that whiskers emerge from this altered type of grains [2.1, 

3.1, 3.2] as it can be seen in Figure 3.1.b. These non-vertical boundaries result in 

lower stress areas at the grain boundary interface compared to the stress of the atoms 

at the vertical grain boundaries. Compressive stress on the grain boundary interfaces, 

results from force (F). The source of this compressive stress can originate from many 

possible sources including changes in temperature, intermetallic growth, mechanical 

scratch etc. This is the source of the stress gradient in the grain boundaries that is one 

of the necessary conditions for the tin atoms to diffuse to the base of the whisker grain 

when tin atoms move from the grain boundary into the whisker grain, and openings in 

the grain boundary able to accept a tin atom are created [3.3]. 

  

Figure 3.1. a) Simplified representation of matte tin after recrystallization [3.3],  

b) whisker growing on top of the grain boundary of two Sn grains [3.2]. 

 

b) a) 

tin layer 

whisker forming 
grain 

Sn 

Cu 
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According to Smetana [3.3], compressive stress acting on the oblique grain 

boundary interface resolves into both a vertical and horizontal component of shear 

stress, due to the angle that the force is acting upon the interface, which results in 

grain boundary sliding (creep), which results in grain growth of the whisker grain. 

The movement of atoms from the grain boundary into the whisker grain results in 

open sites in the adjacent grain boundary, where tin atoms move to by diffusion.  

     

       

Figure 3.2. a) Tin atomic diffusion evenly by the grain boundary [3.3]. b) Tin whisker 

shape if one grain boundary is pinned [3.3]. c) Example of a bent whisker due to uneven 

diffusion [3.3]. 

The process will continue until either the compressive stress driving the whisker 

growth is relieved. If there is grain boundary sliding equal to a displacement of one 

atom, it opens sites in the whisker grain crystal lattice where atoms that were 

originally in the grain boundary can move. If tin atoms are added at all the grain 

boundaries a straight whisker will be formed in time (Figure 3.2.a). If one of the grain 

boundaries remain pinned, the sliding becomes non-uniform and any whisker shape 

may be formed (Figure 3.2.b-c) [3.3]. 

a) 

c) 

whisker grain grain boundary 

Atoms originally in whisker grain 

Atoms originally in the grain boundary 

Atoms originally in grain boundary that 

moved to whisker grain 

Atoms that diffuse into the grain 

boundary filling openings left by atoms 

that moved into the whisker grain 

 

b) 
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3.2 Reported Whisker Characteristics 

As it was mentioned in Section 2.2, whisker growth can be accelerated with 

environmental tests; 60 °C/ 85-93% RH, 85 °C/ 85% RH and 55 °C/ 85% RH are the 

most widely used environmental conditions for aging available in literature mostly 

due to the recommendations of various standards. Table 3.1−3.3 show a list of 

reported whisker lengths found in literature until present day aging in constant 

temperature and humidity chambers. Table 3.4 shows a list of reported whisker length 

aged by thermal cycling. 

Table 3.1. Reported characteristics of tin whisker growth regarding aging under 60 °C/ 85-93% 

RH conditions 

60 °C/ 85-93% RH 

Reference Sample properties Max. whisker length 

Nakadaira et al. [2.1] Sn thickness 7 - 12 μm 

Cu and alloy42 base 

over 100 μm after 6 months 

Su et al. [2.2] Sn thickness 10 μm 

annealed for 1 hour at 150 °C 

60 C/93% RH − 77μm;  

60 C/85% RH − 22μm (4000 h) 

Lee [2.7] Cu and Alloy 42 substrate; matte Sn 

plating; thickness 7 - 12 μm 

97 μm after 3000 hours 

Barthelmes et al. [2.8] Cu substrate; Sn thickness 3-10 μm; 

with and without annealing and Ni 

interlayer 

comparison of whiskering of 

platings, max length not 

reported 

Osenbach et al. [2.9] Sn thickness 2-15 μm, with and 

without annealing 

up to 200 μm depending on 

properties 

Schroeder et al. [2.11] Cu and Alloy 42 substrate ; Sn 

thickness 2.5 - 10 μm; matte and 

bright Sn plating; with and without 

Ni underlayer and annealing 

up to 350 μm depending on 

properties (after 9000 hours) 

Oberndorff et al. [2.12] Cu and Alloy 42 substrate; matte Sn 

plating; Sn thickness 10 μm, 

annealed, Ni underlayer 

up to 180 μm (after 4000 hours) 

Vo et al. [2.16] Cu substrate; matte and bright Sn 

plating; Sn thickness 2 - 10 μm 

up to 60 μm depending on 

properties 

Sakamoto [3.4] Cu and Ni substrate, Sn thickness 2 

- 10 μm 

up to 50 μm depending on 

properties 
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Table 3.2. Reported characteristics of tin whisker growth regarding aging under 55 °C/ 85% 

RH conditions 

55 °C/ 85% RH 

Reference Sample properties Max. whisker length 

Kim et al. [2.14] Cu substrate with and without 

annealing 

14.5 μm after 1800 h, 

Sakamoto [3.4] Cu and Ni substrate, Sn thickness  

2 - 10 μm 

up to 160 μm depending on 

properties 

 

Table 3.3. Reported characteristics of tin whisker growth regarding aging under 85 °C/ 85% 

RH conditions 

85 °C/ 85% RH 

Reference Sample properties Max. whisker length 

Nakadaira et al. [2.1] Sn thickness 7 - 12 μm 

Cu and Alloy 42 base 

over 100 μm after 6 months 

Sakamoto [3.4] Cu and Ni substrate, Sn thickness  

2 - 10 μm 

up to 50 μm depending on 

properties 

 

Table 3.4. Reported characteristics of tin whisker growth regarding aging under Thermal 

Cycling (TC) conditions 

Thermal Cycling (TC) 

Reference Sample properties Max. whisker length 

Nakadaira et al. [2.1] -65 °C to 150 °C,  

pure tin-plated Alloy 42 

over 50 μm after 1500 cycles 

Lee [2.7] -55 to 85°C, Cu and Alloy 42 

substrate; matte Sn plating; 

thickness 7 - 12 μm  

78 μm after 1000 cycles 

Osenbach et al. [2.9] -55 °C and +85 °C, annealing; Sn 

thickness 7 - 15 μm; with and 

without Ni underlayer  

up to 40 μm depending on 

properties 

Schroeder et al. [2.11] -55 °C and +85 °C, Cu and Alloy 

42 substrate ; matte and bright Sn 

plating; Sn thickness 2.5 - 10 μm; 

with and without Ni underlayer and 

annealing 

up to 60 μm depending on 

properties (after 3000 cycles) 

Vo et al. [2.16] -55 °C and +85 °C, Cu substrate; 

matte and bright Sn plating; Sn 

thickness 2 - 10 μm 

up to 35 μm depending on 

properties 

Kim et al. [3.5] Cu and Alloy 42 substrate; matte Sn 

plating 

45 μm (after 600 cycles) 
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The whisker evaluation results show consistency, but because the various studies 

differ regarding lead frame, plating bath, plating thickness or annealing properties it is 

difficult to make comparisons. Depending on the tin layer properties, whisker forming 

has an incubation time which could mean that the first appearance can be delayed 

from days to years. Additionally, the growth rate is not constant, and whisker growth 

may saturate after reaching a certain length. The use of test method 85% RH in warm 

temperatures accelerates whisker growth but does not show how much is intermetallic 

or corrosion growth responsible for it without a comparison with a dry or more humid 

circumstance in similar temperature. 

 

3.3 Intermetallic layers 

Tin films deposited onto copper substrates are the most common material set 

discussed in whisker literature as it is a vulnerable structure for whisker growth. The 

formation of Cu6Sn5 intermetallics causes high mechanical stresses at the interface of 

the copper and tin coating and for this reason it is one of the major causes of whisker 

growth. The tin layer forms an intermetallic layer with the base metal after plating 

(Figure 3.3.). This is a desirable process for adhesion purposes. Over time, the 

intermetallic layer continues to grow and reduces the thickness of the pure tin layer 

from the underside of the deposit.  

 

Figure 3.3. Intermetallic layer growing into the tin plating 

10 µm 

Sn 

Cu 

Cu6Sn5 
Cu3Sn 
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Intermetallic compounds form when two different metals diffuse into one another 

creating compounds, which unlike solid solutions, show long range ordering, in other 

words they have a regularly repeating pattern [3.6] (Figure 3.4.). Usually the 

component metals are ductile but the developed intermetallic compounds are 

generally brittle and have high melting points. Structurally they are equipped with 

strong internal order and mixed (metallic and covalent/ ionic) bonding [3.7]. 

The intermetallic phase forms spontaneously even at room temperature during a 

long storage time, but will thicken more rapidly at elevated temperatures. Intermetallic 

growth is the result of the diffusion of one component into another via crystal vacancies 

made available by defects, contamination, impurities, grain boundaries and mechanical 

stress. The diffusion rate for “Component A” in “Component B” is different than that 

for “Component B” into “Component A”. For this reason the growth direction of the 

intermetallic layer depends on in which component the diffusion occurs faster. The 

volume per atom ratio in the intermediate phases is almost always less than in pure 

metals, which means that these phases are commonly under stress [3.8]. Later in time if 

the diffusion occurs rapidly enough, one component may overwhelm the other 

component layer in volume and completely consume it [3.9]. 

 

Figure 3.4. The structure of intermetallic compound compared to standard alloys [3.6] 

The speed of intermetallic growth and the ratio of the compound materials depend 

on the diffusion rate which depends on the available atoms and the temperature. 
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Generally the intermetallic layer thickness can be estimated by following equation 

[3.10]: 

1/2x Kt  (3.1) 

where x is the intermetallic layer thickness [mm], t is the time [s] and K is the rate 

parameter which is calculated by following equation: 

/E kTK Ce  (3.2) 

where C is the rate constant, E is the activation energy [kJ/mol], k is the Boltzmann 

constant [kJ/K], and T is the temperature in absolute scale [K]. This mechanism 

assumes that the growth of the intermetallic compound layer is controlled by the bulk 

diffusion of reactants to the reaction interface. The parabolic reduction in growth rate 

with time reflects the increase in the diffusion path as the already formed intermetallic 

layers obstruct the transport of additional reactants. 

When electroplating tin on a copper substrate, Cu/Sn interdiffusion occurs; the 

copper forms intermetallic layers with the deposited tin films and Cu6Sn5 and/or 

Cu3Sn will form. The intermetallic layer has a lower density than copper and this 

density change causes a volume expansion at the intermetallic layer. The volume 

extension generates compressive stresses toward the tin film in the vertical direction 

of the copper and tin interface. Because of the geometric characteristic of the 

intermetallic layer, the compressive stresses could be concentrated which supply 

enough driving forces to grow the whisker [3.11]. At low temperatures such as room 

temperature, only Cu6Sn5 is formed within the tin layer. At higher temperatures, 

Cu3Sn forms at the expense of Cu6Sn5 [3.12, 3.13]. Cu6Sn5 forms inside the Sn layer 

at room temperature and is dominant at temperatures below 100 °C, creating 

compressive stress in the Sn layer. Above this temperature (or 60 °C according to 

[3.14]), Cu3Sn will form from the Cu6Sn5 and is found between the Cu6Sn5 and Cu 

layer. Cu3Sn has a lower molar volume and will add no stress to the Sn layer.  

At the interface of Sn/Cu couples the copper atoms easily diffuse into the tin grains 

at ambient conditions and form intermetallic compounds within the grain boundaries. 

The unbalanced interdiffusion of Sn and Cu create Kirkendall vacancies. This vacancy 

concentration causes shrinkage inside the copper lattice structure and establishes a 
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tensile stress state due to the restraining influences of the overlying intermetallic 

region and the underlying non-vacancy rich copper. G. T. Galyon et al. [3.14] had 

created a 4 zone model that characterizes the developed stress due to the 

interdiffusional effects and growth of intermetallics (Figure 3.5). The model describes 

the following theory: Zone-1 is the tin film immediately above the intermetallic 

region. It may but not necessarily have its own internal stress generating mechanisms. 

Zone-2 is an intermetallic region made up of intermetallic (Cu6Sn5) and 

displaced/unreacted tin. This zone is always active and expansive due to intermetallic 

formation. Here both the tin and the intermetallic are compressively stressed due to 

the expansive action of the intermetallic formation. Zone-3 is the Kirkendall 

vacancy-rich zone located within the copper substrate and it is always active and 

contractive due to the shrinkage effects of vacancy formation. Zone-4 is the copper 

substrate and it is always inactive [3.14]. 

 

Figure 3.5. Stress development in Sn/Cu structured layers [3.14] 

In the lower temperatures, the diffusion of copper into tin is proceeded mainly 

through grain boundary diffusion. Since grain boundary diffusion is significantly 

faster than bulk diffusion, irregular growth of Cu6Sn5 occurs in the grain boundaries 

of the tin. At elevated temperatures, generally about 2/3 of the absolute melting 

temperature (T/Tmp ≥ 0.7 or ≈ 85 °C), bulk diffusion begins to dominate. Due to bulk 

diffusion at higher temperatures a more regular and continuous intermetallic double 

layer (Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5) will form (Figure 3.6) [3.15] resulting in less compressive 

stress [3.16]. 

Kirkendall zone – vacancy rich Cu  
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Long-term exposure to elevated temperature is a regularly used whisker growth 

mitigating procedure to increase grain size, reduce residual stresses, and possibly 

create more uniform underlying intermetallic barrier layers. Annealing has been 

investigated as a method for reducing tin whisker growth, since the application of 

high temperature relieves internal stress and can possibly change grain size. Based on 

length distribution analysis of whisker growth, annealing at 150 °C for 1 hour was 

effective in reducing the maximum length of whiskers for matte tin over copper 

substrates, compared to room ambient storage. Various studies claim e.g. [2.6, 2.14, 

3.17, 3.18], that annealing succeeds in delaying the onset of whisker formation. The 

increased temperature induces bulk diffusion forming a much more regular and 

continuous intermetallic layer, which consists of Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 and results in less 

compressive stress. The more regular intermetallic layer acts as a continuous diffusion 

barrier for further growth of the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic, slowing further irregular growth 

by grain boundary diffusion at ambient conditions [3.19]. 

 

Figure 3.6. Schematic drawing showing intermetallic compound; a) Cu6Sn5 growth in the 

grain boundaries (typical at room temperature), b) double layer of Cu3Sn/ Cu6Sn5 through 

bulk diffusion (above 85°C) 

3.4 The Effect of Underlayers on Whisker Growth 

The use of underlayers (also called as underplates or barrier layers) is a major step 

for significantly mitigating the whisker phenomena, where a third metal is deposited 

between the copper substrate and the tin film. Several experiments have been carried 

out [1.12, 2.8, 2.9, 3.14, 3.20] where underlayers were used and their ability to 

prevent whiskering or to prolong the first appearance was observed. The metallic 

underlayers prevent the formation of Cu6Sn5 intermetallics. Some materials form 
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intermetallics with tin more slowly than copper. So the use of a suitable underlayer 

can potentially retard tin whiskering. The mostly used material of this metal is nickel 

or silver, and it usually has a thickness of 0.2–2 µm. These barrier layers change the 

internal stresses of plated structures dramatically [3.14]. Therefore these underlayers, 

are often used in the electronics industry. 

According to G. T. Galyon et al. [3.14] the underlaying material such as nickel 

reverses these interdiffusional effects. Tin diffuses into nickel at a much higher rate 

than nickel does into tin, so Ni3Sn4 intermetallic forms within the nickel underlayer 

rather than in the tin layer. This way the compressive stress caused by the 

intermetallic layer affects the underlaying material instead of stressing the tin grains. 

Both the displaced nickel and the Ni3Sn4 intermetallic are being compressed due to 

the expansive action resulting from Ni3Sn4 intermetallic growth. Also, in the case of 

using a nickel underlayer, the Kirkendall vacancy zone forms inside the tin layer 

instead of the underlying copper substrate as it would in the case of Sn/Cu couples. 

G.T. Galyon et al. [3.14] created a 4 zone model which represents the zonal structure 

for a Sn/Ni/Cu system (Figure 3.7).  

 

Figure 3.7. Stress development in Sn/Ni/Cu structured layers [3.14] 

Zone-1 is the upper part of the tin layer. It may but not necessarily have its own 

internal stress generating mechanisms. Its stress states depend upon the internal stress 

generating mechanisms and the stresses induced by the underlying zones. If the 

internal stress generating mechanisms are inoperative its stress state will be 

compressive due to the shrinkage of the underlying Kirkendall zone. If the tin film is 

Cu substrate 

Sn film 
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not thick enough, then Zone-1 will be non-existent, and the tin film stress will be 

tensile. Zone-2 is the Kirkendall vacancy zone. Vacancy formation and coalescence is 

always active and contractive due to the shrinkage effects of vacancy formation. 

Zone-3 is an intermetallic region made up of intermetallic (Ni3Sn4) and 

displaced/unreacted nickel. It is always an active stress generating zone due to 

intermetallic formation. Both the displaced nickel and the intermetallic are being 

compressed due to the expansive action resulting from Ni3Sn4 intermetallic growth. 

Zone-4 is the unreacted nickel underlay and the underlying copper substrate. It is an 

inactive zone and essentially follows the expansion or contraction of the overlying 

strata.  

Although this theory explains the stress generation on the layers in structures with 

underlayers, it has not been verified with experimental results or calculations. 

Currently no thorough research has been carried out regarding the effect of silver 

underlayers yet. Experiments of Vianco et al. [3.21] show similar results concerning 

the interdiffusion of silver and tin, although their experiments were on a solder/Ag 

interface. Currently, it is assumed that the barrier effect of silver underlayers is based 

on the same principle observed for nickel between the tin and copper, no model or 

experimental measurements have been created for the interdiffusion speed and 

directions of the intermetallics developing between Ag/Sn or Ag/Cu. 

 

3.5 The Effect of Tin-Oxides and Corrosion on Whisker Growth 

Recent theories indicate that the appearance of oxides may also cause the growth 

of whiskers. Tin has two main oxides: stannic oxide (SnO2) and stannous oxide 

(SnO). The existence of these two oxides reflects the dual valency of tin, with 

oxidation states of 2+ and 4+. SnO is less well characterized than SnO2 [3.22]. The 

crystal structure of stannous oxide (SnO) can be seen in Figure 3.8. It has a tetragonal 

unit cell with the litharge structure, isostructural to PbO, and the lattice constants are a 

= b = 3.8029 Å and c = 4.8382 Å [3.23]. The density is 6.45 g/cm
3
. 
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Figure 3.8. Ball-and-stick model of the litharge structure of SnO [3.22] 

Stannic oxide (SnO2) is much better characterized than stannous oxide. As a 

mineral, stannic oxide is also named as Cassiterite. It possesses the same rutile 

structure as many other metal oxides, e.g. TiO2. The crystal structure of stannic oxide 

(SnO2) can be seen in Figure 3.9. The rutile structure has a tetragonal unit cell, and the 

lattice constants are a = b = 4.7374 Å and c = 3.1864 Å [3.24]. The density is 6.95 

g/cm
3
. 

 
Figure 3.9. Ball-and-stick model of the structure of SnO2 [3.22] 

Several researches have shown that whisker growth at elevated temperature and 

humidity conditions can clearly be induced by the oxidation or corrosion of the tin 

finish [2.1, 2.11]. Oberndorff et al. tested matte tin plated leadframe packages in high 

humidity that induced severe oxidation and corrosion and observed a high molar 

volume of tin oxide which resulted in whisker growth [2.12]. Su et al. created a 
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statistical study of the whisker population and growth, where they have stated that 

between the 60 °C/ 85% RH and 60 °C/ 93% RH condition the latter had a higher 

whisker population per component and a longer maximum whisker length, due to 

corrosion developed stresses [2.2]. Osenbach et al. studied tin plated samples tested in 

similar conditions and found that on regions of the tin layer were water condensation 

was present, the entire thickness of the layer was corroded and the corrosion product 

was highly crystalline SnO2 [2.10].  

A thin layer of moisture on a metal surface forms the electrolyte for 

electrochemical corrosion. In case of higher humidity circumstances water vapour 

condensates in droplets on the surface of the tin, corrosion spots develop since 

corrosive O2 is absorbed in these surfaces. Most metal corrosion occurs via 

electrochemical reactions at the interface between the metal and an electrolyte 

solution. Electrochemical corrosion involves two half-cell reactions: an oxidation 

reaction at the anode and a reduction reaction at the cathode [3.25]. For tin corroding 

in water with a near neutral pH, these half-cell reactions can be represented as anode 

reaction: 

2 2 2Sn H O SnO H e  (3.3) 

2 22 4 4Sn H O SnO H e  (3.4) 

and cathode reaction:  

2 22 4 4O H O e OH  (3.5) 

Compressive stress in the tin layer is a necessary condition for the tin whisker to 

initiate and grow. But without a surface oxide (SnOx) layer the internal compressive 

stress in Sn will be relieved uniformly over the entire Sn surface and there are no tin 

whiskers. With a SnOx layer, the internal compressive stress in the Sn-layer can be 

relieved at certain weak spots of the SnOx layer, at which, the tin whiskers can initiate 

and grow [2.3]. After a tin layer is plated to the copper base and an oxide film (SnOx) 

is formed on the surface, an internal compressive stress state in the tin layer is 

observed. If the oxide film has a small opening (weak spot), the internal compressive 

stress inside the tin layer will tend to drive the tin material out of the opening [2.3]. 
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Figure 3.10. Corrosion spots on the tin layer 

Corrosion spots are a localized change from the silver-colored tin surface finish 

appearing as non-reflective dark spots in an optical microscope, or as dark grey areas 

in case of scanning electron microscope Backscattered Electron image mode 

(SEM-BSE), ranging in size from about 25 µm up to even the entire termination 

(Figure 3.10). While tin oxide is evenly found everywhere on tin surface finishes, 

surface corrosion creates a locally thick layer of tin oxide that may span from the 

substrate to the surface of the deposit at the black spot [3.26]. Tin is anodic to copper 

and to the intermetallic compounds formed between tin and copper in most aqueous 

environments [2.2] and hence accelerated corrosion of the coating is expected. These 

are a manifestation of local corrosion of tin around discontinuities or the edges of the 

coating. If there is no exposure of copper, galvanic coupling should not occur; 

however, the tin coating may be porous or damaged, and depending on thickness this 

may also result in galvanic coupling and corrosion. Both copper and tin surface must 

be exposed to the environment and close to each other to produce the galvanic couple 

and the resulting corrosion [3.27]. 

The condensed moisture exposure can lead to corrosion assisted whisker growth. 

Osenbach et al. found that the surface film where the corroded region intersects the 

non-corroded region is coincident with no apparent height difference which indicates 

that the surface of the film is pinned during the corrosion process. This way the 

oxidation-induced excess tin atoms are constrained within the original volume of the 

tin layer and create localized stress and excess strain energy [2.10]. 
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The corrosion may appear to spread only on the region near the top free surface but 

it may spread deeply inside the film putting mechanical pressure on the neighbouring 

tin grain. As the corrosion increases Nakadaira et al. [2.1] assume that the corroded 

layer is in contact with the whisker base, affecting the growth of the whisker. 

Excessive localized surface corrosion can produce non-uniform oxide growth that 

imposes additional differential stress states on the tin film. The combination of 

condensed moisture and higher temperatures has been shown to produce either 

localized clusters of whiskers or accelerated growth of an individual whisker [3.15]. 

In order to to distinguish SnO from SnO2, mostly X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), Raman or infrared spectroscopy (IR) can be used. 

 

Figure 3.11. Schematic of corrosion and oxide film in the Sn layer 

Assuming that the Sn is transformed to SnOx, it is possible to calculate the 

accompanying volume expansion in the Sn plating. The formation of SnO2 results in 

+32% volume expansion [2.12]. Clearly, the corrosion generates a compressive stress 

in the Sn layer; that drives the nucleation and growth of whiskers [2.1, 2.2, 2.15] 

(Figure 3.11). Stress developed from the diffusion of oxygen is introduced downward 

from the surface. By comparison, intermetallics introduce stress from the substrate 

interface towards the surface [3.15]. Higher humidity affects the thickness of the 

oxidation on the tin layer leading to larger compressive stress [3.28]. 

Yet, the exact growth process of whiskers due to stress from oxide growth is not 

fully understood. The humidity levels in most of the previously shown standards (in 

Section 2.2) are too low for accelerating the corrosion process, so currently there is 

only limited research on how the humidity – and the corrosion created due to high 
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humidity – affects the growth of tin whiskers. All these observations about the effect 

of humidity, corrosion and the development of tin-oxides are in aspect of their effect 

on the tin layer, but there are no observations about the effect on the already 

developed whiskers.  

 

3.6 The Effect of Grain Properties of the Tin Layer on Whisker 

Growth  

The properties of the plated tin affect the whiskering ability of the surface. The 

grain structure of the tin layer has a huge role on whisker growth. Initial residual 

stresses inside the tin plating are caused by such factors as the plating chemistry and 

process. The residual stresses caused by the process contribute to the 

intermetallic-induced stresses and affects whisker growth rates [3.20, 3.29]. 

Second-phase particles can alter the grain structure, reduce grain-boundary diffusion, 

and impede grain boundary wall motion, thus affecting the rate of whisker formation. 

An electroplated finish has the biggest risk of whiskering because bright tin plating 

processes can introduce greater residual stresses than other plating processes [3.30]. 

Three main properties of the tin layer are the plating thickness, grain size and grain 

morphology. Oberndorff and co-workers noticed that thicker plating requires more 

time for the intermetallics to migrate up the grain boundaries to create the full 

compressive stress cell; hence whisker growth is faster in thinner tin layers than in 

thicker tin layers [2.9]. It is recommended by the iNEMI Tin Whisker User Group that 

the tin-plating thickness for components should be at least 8 µm to reduce the 

propensity for tin whisker growth and/or a greater incubation time [3.31].  

According to Zhang et al. fine grain deposits are stressed and more susceptible to 

whisker growth than large-grain matte deposits that have a lower stress. The stress is 

most likely a function of the deposit structure and the presence of carbon inclusion 

[3.30]. Smetana showed that in case of smaller grains there are more grain boundaries 

for grain boundary diffusion and related growth of intermetallics and oxides; therefore 

more stress is created from these sources. Additionally, smaller grain sizes result in 
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smaller grain boundary areas for the whisker grain which means it takes less stress to 

cause grain boundary sliding. Smetana also stated that if the grains are larger, it takes 

more tin atom diffusion to result in whisker growth. Thus, if a whisker does grow, its 

length will typically be shorter [3.3]. For this reason bright tin (grain size < 1 μm) is 

more vulnerable to whiskering than matte tin (grain size > 1 μm) [3.28, 3.31]. 

Grain microstructure has a huge influence in the amount of stress generated to 

form whiskers. Yu et al. showed that columnar grain structures (Figure 3.12) build up 

stress inside and release stress in a vertical direction, creating larger amount of 

whiskers than other types of grain structure do. The columnar grains permit 

intermetallic formation; wedge type of Cu6Sn5 phase extrudes into the tin grain 

boundaries due to a major driving force resulting from grain boundary diffusion of the 

copper atoms. It builds up compressive stress, and creates cells of compressive stress 

leading to whiskering [3.32]. Also, the single-crystal columnar structure permits easy 

growth of the whiskers [1.11] A semi-columnar grain structure will release stress in 

various directions and mostly form hillocks [3.32]. 

 

Figure 3.12. Columnar type grain structure of the tin layer [3.33] 

The globular or horizontal grain structure (Figure 3.13) does not form the wedge 

type intermetallic and suppresses the growth of whiskers. The intermetallic 

morphology of the horizontal type is much smoother than in case of columnar grain 

type. Intermetallic formation is found in very few small wedges, and results in 

reduced whisker growth in both lengths and densities [3.32]. Similarly, at the same 

time Sauter et al. noticed that the whisker density and length is reduced significantly 
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on tin layers with globular microstructure compared to standard columnar 

microstructures [3.33]. 

 

Figure 3.13. Globular type grain structure of the tin layer [3.33] 

 

3.6.1 Recrystallization 

In most of the appliances, the suitable tin layer thickness is defined by the applied 

manufacturing technologies and it cannot be modified. However, the manufacturers 

have the opportunity to change the grain structure to reduce the whiskering behaviour. 

The grain size and grain shape can be modified by a process called recrystallization 

(Figure 3.14). During this process the material is deformed by pulling, and when the 

grains deform, they become elongated and so there is an increase in the dislocation 

density. After that, the restoration to its state before cold-work is done by heating. The 

heating phase can be divided into two phases: recovery and recrystallization [3.34, 

3.35]. 

During recovery the deformed grains reduce their stored energy by the removal or 

rearrangement of the defects in their crystal structure. The density and distribution of 

lattice defects inside the deformed crystal change which result in the release of 

energy. Due to the increased temperature the dislocations become mobile and 

annihilation of excess dislocations is carried out which can occur via the reaction 

between dislocation segments of opposite signs. After annihilation the remaining 

dislocations rearrange themselves into ordered arrays to form low energy grain 

boundaries and small crystalline areas with low strain.  
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Figure 3.14. The effect of recrystallizing on the grain structure [3.36],  

a) deformed grains, b) recrystallized structure; c) grain growth 

During the recrystallization step the deformed grains are replaced by a new set of 

undeformed grains that nucleate and grow [3.37]. Nucleation occurs in the regions of 

severe localized deformation. The grains of cold-worked metal are replaced by the 

more regularly spaced grains until the original grains have been consumed entirely. 

This occurs through short-range diffusion enabled by the high temperature. Further 

reduction of the internal energy can only be achieved by grain growth which reduces 

the total area of the grain boundary. This occurs by migration of atoms at grain 

boundaries by diffusion, thus grain growth is faster at higher temperatures. 

It should be noted that the tin can be considered as a special material due to its low 

melting temperature. The melting temperature (Tm) of tin is 505 K and under 286 K 

(0.55 Tm) tetragonal β-tin is transformed into cubic α-Sn [3.38]. Recrystallization 

temperature is typically at 0.4 to 0.7 of the melting temperature, therefore the 

recrystallization temperature of tin is very low and recrystallization occurs even 

around room temperature (which is 0.58 Tm) [3.34, 3.39]. For this reason grain growth 

is carried out also in low temperatures which can result in either normal grain growth, 

where the main mechanism is the disappearance of the smallest grains in the 

distribution, or as ‘abnormal’ grain growth, where the latter process involves the 

growth of a few grains which become much larger than the average. The driving force 

for abnormal grain growth is the reduction in grain boundary energy and additionally 

the orientation dependence of the surface energy where some grains have special 

growth advantage over their neighbours [3.40]. One cause of whisker growth can be 

regarded as abnormal grain growth, which instead of consuming the neighbour grains, 

due to the migration of atoms at grain boundaries by diffusion, grows out of the 

surface.  
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While examining the existing literature, I have noticed that so far the effect of the 

recrystallizing process on whisker growth has not yet been studied. No research has 

been made to enlarge the grain size or to modify the grain morphology with this 

process after plating, or about their effects on whisker growth.  

 

3.7 Whiskering of Copper and Lead Alloys 

As there is still no perfect strategy to avoid the growth of tin whiskers in pure or 

almost pure tin layers, on products where high reliability is important avoiding pure 

tin and tin-rich lead-free finished parts should be preferred. Non-tin platings, such as 

Nickel/Palladium/Gold, Nickel/Gold or Nickel/Palladium do not have whisker 

problems and should be considered for lead-frame applications. However, these 

plating are very expensive. Alloying tin with a second metal changes the whiskering 

properties of the tin plating. Tin-lead alloys (>3% Pb) [1.3] were the the industry 

accepted finish for over 50 years and has been shown to mitigate Sn whisker 

formation [1.8]. Some research showed [3.41−3.43] that in tin bismuth alloy finishes 

the bismuth suppresses whisker growth, when added to tin in amounts of 2-4 w%.  

Other materials change the whiskering properties of the tin alloy layer the opposite 

way, tin copper alloys are known to enhance whisker growth [3.44]. Boettinger et al. 

proved by using deflection measurements on a plated cantilever beams, that the 

co-deposition of tin with other materials in the amount of a few mass per cent alters 

the compressive stress compared to pure tin. They claimed that larger compressive 

stress is generated in the electrodeposit with copper addition to the electrolyte and 

smaller compressive stress is generated in the deposit with lead addition to the 

electrolyte [3.45]. In tin-copper alloy films, beside the plating layer/copper interface, 

the added copper forms Cu6Sn5 within the grains [3.45]. Williams et al. noted that the 

addition of copper to the plating electrolyte allows Cu6Sn5 intermetallic precipitates to 

form in the tin grain interiors and along the Sn grain boundaries, with this increasing 

the compressive stress compared to the pure Sn. Additionally, the intermetallic 

precipitates pin the Sn grain boundaries, which inhibits the relaxation of compressive 

stress in the Sn-Cu deposit and promotes whisker growth rather than conical hillock 
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formation [3.46]. Increasing the copper concentration in the layer generates increasing 

compressive stress in the Sn-Cu film [3.47].  

 
Figure 3.15. Schematic defect phase diagram showing defect type for Sn films as a function 

of Pb and Cu concentration. [3.48] 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Defect phase diagram as a function of Cu and Pb concentrations in the Sn films 

storing in room temperature for 240 days after deposition. [3.48] 

Sarobol et al. [3.48] introduced a defect phase diagram that shows in a systematic 

way how Cu and Pb additions change the plating layer characteristics and create 

surface defects. Their schematic defect phase diagram can be seen in Figure 3.15, 

delineating regions of different defect types as a function of composition. A defect 

“phase diagram” summarizing the observed defect morphologies and defect densities 

is shown in Figure 3.16 as a function of Cu and Pb concentration in their experiment 

for films aged at room temperature for 240 days after deposition.  

Within the tin-copper alloy films, with increasing Cu concentration up to 0.5 wt% 

showed increasing defect density; where the defect morphology changed from small 

compact hillocks to hillocks with large initial vertical growth and whiskers. Compared 
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with pure Sn films, the Sn–Cu–Pb alloyed platings showed a decreasing defect density 

with increasing Pb concentration. where the defect morphology changed from hillocks 

with large initial vertical growth to medium hillocks with gradual broadening and 

large hillocks with gradual broadening [3.48].  

According to Boettinger et al. [3.45] Cu addition does not alter the columnar grain 

structure found in pure Sn deposits (Figure 3.17 a.), whereas the Pb addition causes an 

equi-axed grain structure to develop (Figure 3.17 b.). In their experiments aging 

tin-lead alloy platings provided no whisker or hillock growth. Compared to the pure 

tin and tin-copper alloy platings, the tin-lead platings have much more grain 

boundaries parallel to the top surface. Co-deposition of Pb is known to significantly 

reduce any crystallographic texture in the Sn by preventing columnar growth [3.49]. 

  

Figure 3.17. Grain structure of a) Sn–Cu electrodeposit: with a filamentary whisker [3.45]; b) 

Sn–Pb electrodeposit [3.45] 

By reviewing the limited research on the effects of copper on whiskering on 

tin-copper alloy platings, I have noticed that the studies only examined alloys with a 

smaller percentage of copper (up to 3,7% Cu) on mainly electroplated platings. Aging 

of copper-alloyed platings has not been tested in high humidity conditions; hence the 

effects of oxidation on the alloys have not been tested so far. This would be an 

important aspect as corrosion properties of copper are highly different from tin.  

 

 

b) a) 
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3.8 Conclusions Drawn from the Literature 

After reviewing the literature I found that although there is some research about the 

appearance of whiskers since the 1950’s, the majority of the papers only began 

published in 2000‘s just before the electrical industry’s transferring towards lead-free 

coatings. Therefore the whisker growth mechanism is still not a fully understood 

process. After analysing the existing literature on the subject my conclusions are 

summarized in the following points: 

 Currently in the literature there is a wide variety of accelerated life test methods to 

examine the whiskering properties of different coatings but, because of the 

diversity of the whisker growth factors, many test methods are waiting to be 

investigated.  

 Although researchers are looking for a solution to prevent the formation of 

whiskers, the currently available methods are only partially effective. Additionally, 

in the literature only a few studies were found where the whiskering properties of 

the different grain structured tin layers are examined. No research has been made 

on enlarging or modifying the grain morphology after plating, nor about their 

effects on whisker growth.  

 To inhibit the development of Cu6Sn5 intermetallic layer which conducts the 

formation of whiskers, in some cases, silver or nickel underlayer is placed between 

the copper substrate and tin coating. At these structures, the formation and the 

properties of the intermetallic layer between the tin-nickel and tin-silver are 

lacking the related literature; the existing models have not been verified with 

experimental results or calculations. No thorough research has yet been carried out 

regarding the effect of silver underlayers on whisker mitigation. 

 Alloying tin with different metals change the whiskering properties of the layer, 

certain substances (e.g. lead, copper, etc.) change the number of whiskers on 

coatings. Currently there is only limited research on the effects of copper on 

whiskering on tin-copper alloy coatings which only examined alloys with a smaller 

percentage of copper (up to 3,7% Cu) on mainly electroplated coatings. The 
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copper-alloyed coatings have not been aged in high humidity conditions; hence the 

effects of oxidation and corrosion on the alloys are unknown. 

 The physical process of tin oxide formation and its growth parameters are not yet 

thoroughly understood. In addition, the role of the corrosion on whiskering formed 

on tin layers is not completely clear. All the observations about the effect of 

humidity, corrosion and the development of tin-oxides are in aspect of their effect 

on the tin layer, but there are no observations about the effect on the already 

developed whiskers. 

Consequently, there are still a lot of unclear issues in the field of tin whiskers. In 

order to minimize the appearance of this fault, the better understanding of the physical 

background of the phenomenon is necessary. Therefore, nowadays examination of 

whisker formation has become particularly current. In light of the above, in this 

dissertation I have chosen the following main topics: 

 Examining the whisker resistance of tin layers equipped with silver and nickel 

underlayers under accelerated life tests,  

 Analysing tin-silver and tin-nickel intermetallic layers and their effect properties, 

 Investigating the effect of tin oxide growth and tin corrosion on whisker formation 

 Observing the impact of grain deformation due to recrystallization on the whisker 

formation.  

 Examining the increasing the percentage of copper in tin-copper alloys and their 

effect on whisker formation in high humidity circumstances. 
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4. WHISKERING PROPERTIES OF STRUCTURES WITH 

UNDERLAYERS IN HUMID ENVIRONMENT (THESIS GROUP 1) 

As it has been shown in the earlier chapters, whisker growth can be accelerated 

with environmental tests. In literature, whisker growth has been studied under various 

environmental conditions, and although their results show consistency, it is difficult to 

make comparisons between the material structures, since the various studies differ 

regarding lead frame materials, plating bath, plating thickness, annealing processes, 

etc. In this work the aim is to examine the effects of high humidity – and therefore 

corrosion - on whisker growth. The humidity level in the standards shown previously 

is too low for accelerating the processes, so different humidity and temperature 

settings had to be used in the tests. At present, there is only limited research on how 

the humidity – and the corrosion created due to high humidity – affects the growth of 

whiskers on electronics component leads using underlayers. Therefore the aim of my 

research was to fill this gap by examining the effects of high humidity environments 

at different temperatures.  

 

4.1 Sample Preparation and Test Circumstances 

In the experiments, I have tested two types of samples. The base material is bronze 

(94Cu6Sn) coated with:  

S1: Ni 1-2 μm (underlayer), Sn 5-7 μm (surface coating)(Figure 4.1 b), 

S2: Cu 0.4 μm (adhesion promoter layer), Ag 1-2 μm (underlayer), Sn 5-7 μm 

(surface coating) (Figure 4.1 a). 

 
Figure 4.1. Structure of sample with a) Ni underlayer; b) Ag underlayer 

b) a) 

SnOx SnOx 
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I have validated the thickness values by observing the cross-sectional views. The 

studied samples were leadframes which are used for surface mounted inductor 

components. The Cu adhesion promoter layer was electroplated. The bath 

composition was as follows: copper sulphate (25 g/l); sulphuric acid (220 g/l) and 

chloride ions (90 mg/l). The composition was acidic (over the range of pH scale). The 

operating conditions were as follows: 25 °C temperature and 1.2 A/dm² cathode 

current density. The Ag underlayer was electroplated. The bath composition was as 

follows: silver nitrate (16 g/l); C3H4N2O2 hydantoin (40 g/l); potassium chloride (8 

g/l). The composition had a pH of 9.5. The operating conditions were as follows: 

40 °C temperature and 1 A/dm² cathode current density. The Ni underlayer was 

electroplated. The bath composition was as follows: nickel sulphate, NiSO4.6H2O: 

(250 g/l); nickel chloride, NiCl2.6H2O: (40 g/l); boric acid, H3BO3: (35 g/l). The 

composition had a pH of 4.0. The operating conditions were as follows: 45 °C 

temperature and 2 A/dm² cathode current density. The Sn surface coating was 

electroplated (sulphate solution). The bath composition was as follows: tin (in a form 

of tin sulphamate) (50 g/l) and sulfamic acid, NH2SO3H (60 g/l). The composition had 

a pH of 0.8. The operating conditions were as follows: 40 °C temperature and 5 A/dm² 

cathode current density. The grain size of the Sn was approximately 1 μm.  

After Sn electroplating the samples were annealed for 1 hour at 150 °C and they 

were stored in vacuumed foils in 25 °C/ 25% RH factory storage conditions. The size 

of the observed samples was approximately 1 cm x 0.5 cm and 10 samples were 

investigated from each different type. The leadframes were stamped, and although 

some parts were bent, only the areas without bending were observed. After production, 

the samples were stored in vacuumed foils in 25 °C/ 25% RH factory storage 

conditions.  

I used three different kinds of aging methods to induce and accelerate whisker 

growth. The samples were separately stored in: 

T1: 40 °C/ 95% RH, so called “tropical summer” condition (in ESPEC SH-241 

chamber) 

T2: 105 °C/ 100% RH, high humidity and high temperature condition according to 

JESD 22-A110-B (in ESPEC EHS-211M chamber) 
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T3: 50 °C/ 25% RH, which can be a normal temperature - low humidity condition 

for operating devices. Some research concluded [1.9, 4.1] that 50 °C is the optimal 

temperature for whisker growth, so this test method stands as a reference to the other 

two elevated humidity test methods (made in MLW 5010 chamber). 

The samples have been aged for 4200 hours altogether. They were initially checked 

after the first 200 hours with a scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI Inspect S50 

at 20 kV), and thereafter every 400 hours. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

(EDS, Bruker Quantax 200 at 20 kV) measurements were made to measure the 

element content of the developed whiskers or surface changes. No precautions were 

taken to limit condensation of vapour on the samples, as one of my aims was to 

observe the effect of corrosion on whiskering.  

 

4.2 Results of Aging on Whisker Growth 

When aging the samples in 40 °C/ 95% RH, I have found the following results; the 

first whiskers appeared after 2200 hours but only on the nickel underlayered samples. 

The silver underlayered samples showed no whiskering or any hillocks at that point. 

For the nickel samples, 8 μm thick whiskers have appeared that are about 10-30 μm 

long (Figure 4.2). These whiskers were mainly straight and had a needle-like 

appearance but were polycrystalline structured. At 4200 hours some of these whiskers 

grew to as much as 50 μm, although most whiskers remained at around 20 μm. The 

number of the whiskers did not change significantly.  

 

Figure 4.2. Whisker on Ni underlayered tin surface after 2200 hours in 40 °C/ 95% RH 
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The first whisker formations observed on the silver underlayered samples appeared 

directly at 4200 hours at which point these whiskers sprouted and their length 

increased rapidly. These whiskers were straight and thin, monocrystalline structured, 

with thickness around 2-3 μm and their maximum length was 82 μm (Figure 4.3). The 

the crystal structure was observed with FIB-SIM (Focused Ion Beam Scanning Ion 

Microscope). The surface of the tin layer showed moderate signs of oxidation, and 

areas with thicker oxidation contained more whiskers on the surface. This could be 

visibly detected by the grayscale differences observed using the SEM Backscattered 

Electron image mode.  

 
Figure 4.3. Whisker on Ag underlayered tin surface after 4200 hours in 40 °C/ 95% RH. 

Contrary to the previous results, ageing the samples under the control parameters 

of 50 °C/ 25% RH the samples showed no change; neither whiskers nor hillocks could 

be found on the surface on both the silver and the nickel underlayered samples until 

4200 hours. The surfaces of both underlayered samples showed no differences, the 

structure of the surface was the same as before aging and there was no spot corrosion 

observed. Neither any eruptions, oxides nor other alterations could be seen. 

Examining the samples at 4200 hours, the nickel underlayered samples started 

changing: small whiskers appeared with a maximum length of 15 – 20 μm. The 

occurrence of these whiskers was occasional and infrequent (Figure 4.4). The silver 

underlayered samples showed no change; no whiskers or hillocks were found on any 

samples. The effects of the lack of humidity can instantly be compared to the previous 

40 °C/ 95% RH, where a similar temperature but much a higher humidity level caused 

much larger quantities of whiskers. 
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Figure 4.4. Ni underlayered sample surface with short whiskers, 4200 hours in 50 °C/ 25% 

RH 

The most interesting results were produced by storing at 105 °C/ 100% RH, i.e. in 

high humidity but also high temperature environments. Corrosion spots were observed 

on the surface of all samples after 800 hours. Also the whole surface became oxidized 

creating a darkly coloured oxide layer. The surface of the sample containing a nickel 

underlayer began to change after 1800 hours, with small tin protrusions appearing on 

the surface, EDS measurements showed that these surface-eruptions contained only 

tin. These eruptions did not grow into whiskers after aging the samples for 4200 hours. 

Their size remained the same, although their number multiplied almost eight times. 

  

Figure 4.5. Heavily oxidized whisker on Ag underlayered tin surface after 2200 hours in 

105 °C/ 100% RH. 
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The silver underlayered samples showed growing hillocks at 1800 hours. More 

interestingly, inspection at 2200 hours revealed that intense whiskering on the edges 

of the samples had occurred. In this highly corrosive environment the length of most 

of the whiskers did not grow notably but their number did change over time. The 

surface of these whiskers showed high level of oxidation (Figure 4.5). Table 4.1 

shows the comparison of the results of the different test conditions. 

Table 4.1. The whisker types found on the different samples and tests 

 Low temperature High temperature 

Low 

humidity 

50°C/25% RH 

Ag:  –  

Ni: infrequent, short whiskers 

only after 4200 hours 

  

– 

High 

humidity 

40°C/95% RH 

Ag: thin long monocrystalline 

whiskers 

Ni: thick long polycrystalline 

whiskers 

105°C/100% RH 

Ag: very dense long oxidized 

whiskers 

Ni: very dense short oxidized 

eruptions 

 

4.3 Statistical Evaluation of the Results 

In Figure 4.6 the average whisker length is presented which was calculated by 

lognormal distribution from 20 pieces of whiskers at each point. The length of the 

whisker was measured by SEM according to the magnitude with simple broken-line 

fitting (see Section 2.3).  

 
Figure 4.6. The average whisker length vs. time in various environmental tests. 
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At 105 °C/ 100% RH the earliest surface eruptions appeared at 1800 hours on both 

the silver and nickel underlayered samples and stayed at the same length (average of 

30 μm on silver and 2 μm on nickel underlayers) during the whole test. The silver 

underlayered samples generated whisker growth very early at 2200 hours. In case of 

40 °C/ 95% RH silver underlayered samples were effective at preventing whisker 

growth until 4200 hours, when whiskers started growing rapidly to an average of 50 

μm. Nickel underlayered samples started whiskering at 2200 hours with an average 

length of 15 μm, followed by continuous whisker growth thereafter. The formations 

grew up to an average of 35 μm by the 4200th hour. Regarding the samples stored in 

50 °C/ 25% RH, only nickel underlayered samples showed whiskering at 4200 hours 

with an average length of 10 μm. 

 

Figure 4.7. The maximum whisker lengths. 

In Figure 4.7 the maximum whisker lengths are shown along with the time when 

they were detected. In the case of 105 °C/ 100% RH, high temperature and high 

humidity blocked the whisker growth as a result of rapid development of a layer of tin 

oxide. The longest whiskers were found at 1800 and 2200 hours on nickel and silver 

underlayered samples, respectively (3 μm on nickel and 53 μm on silver underlayers). 

Tests in the 40 °C/ 95% RH environment generated longer and constantly growing 

whiskers. For this reason, in the silver underlayered samples the longest whisker was 

detected at 4200 hours, where the whisker was 82 μm long. The longest whisker 

detected on the nickel underlayered samples was 43 μm long at 2600 hours. It is 
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assumed that this particular whisker broke off later and other whiskers did not reach 

this length at a later stage. The longest whisker found on the nickel underlayered 

samples in the 50 °C/ 25% RH environment was 22 μm at 4200 hours. 

 

Figure 4.8. The average whisker density in function of environmental tests and time. 

In Figure 4.8 the average whisker density is presented which was also calculated 

by lognormal distribution from 20 pieces of selected areas (the area size was 0.01 

mm
2
) at each point. In case of 105 °C/ 100% RH the average number of the developed 

protrusions on the nickel underlayered samples increased linearly from 300 to 2200 

pieces/0.01 mm
2
 between 1800 and 3400 hours. Subsequently, the gradient of the 

increase was smaller and the density reached 2400 pieces/0.01 mm
2
. In the case of the 

silver underlayered samples the average number of the whiskers increased very slowly 

from 100 to 400 pieces/0.01 mm
2
 between 1800 and 3000 hours but after 3000 hours 

a sudden rise was observed and the whisker density increased up to 1500 pieces/0.01 

mm
2
 over 400 hours. In this case it has to be stated that this dense whiskering only 

occurred in areas with severe spot corrosion, and not evenly across the entire sample 
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area. Where no spot corrosion occurred, no whiskering was detected. Similarly, both 

with silver and nickel underlayered samples, the rate of increase of the number of 

surface eruptions were much lower after 3400 hours. However, the average number of 

the protrusions was almost two times greater than the average number of the whiskers, 

but the protrusions do not cause reliability problems.  

For the 40 °C/ 95% RH environment, the gradient of whisker density increase was 

almost linear for nickel underlayered samples. From 2200 to 4200 hours the whisker 

density increased from an average 2 pieces/0.01 mm
2
 to 7 pieces/0.01 mm

2
. For silver 

underlayered samples the density at 4200 hours was 28 pieces/0.01 mm
2
. In the case 

of 50 °C/ 25% RH only occasional whiskers appeared on the nickel underlayered 

samples at 4200 hours.  

Longer whiskers are more likely to cause shorts in electronic devices, so the 

lengths of whiskers are more important than the density in aspect of reliability. Hence 

coatings with silver underlayers may be more vulnerable to shorts created by whiskers 

than the coatings with nickel underlayers. In Figure 4.6−4.8 the details of 50 °C/ 25% 

RH silver underlayer are not displayed because no whiskers were formed.  

 

4.4 Discussing the Role of Oxidation 

Out of the three examined conditions, 105 °C/ 100% RH and 40 °C/ 95% RH have 

high humidity. High humidity, and therefore corrosion has a significant role in 

whisker growth, as the control environment with low humidity (50 °C/ 25% RH) 

showed almost no whiskering at all. The importance of temperature is also visible; 

hence the amount of whiskers was more than two orders of magnitude larger in the 

105 °C/ 100% RH environment when compared to the 40 °C/ 95% RH environment.  

Although the 40 °C/ 95% RH condition has a high relative humidity, it has a much 

lower concentration of water vapour in the air. For an air temperature of 40 °C, the 

saturated vapour density is 51.03 g/m
3
. In case of 95% relative humidity the actual 

humidity in the air is 48.48 g/m
3
. For an air temperature of 105 °C, the saturated 

vapour density in the air is 490,86 g/m
3
 and in case of 100% RH the actual humidity 
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is the same. Thus the actual humidity in the air is 10 times more in case of 105 °C/ 

100% RH than at 40 °C/ 95% RH. This was calculated according to Hyperphysics 

Software (
©

C.R. Nave, 2010) with the following equation: 

342
103095.7020877.0618.0335.6 CCCD TTTV  (4.1) 

3423 101243.3101847.832321.0018.5 CCCD TTTV  (4.2) 

where VD is the vapour density [g/m
3
] and TC is the temperature [°C]. Equation (4.1) 

is the empiric formula for calculating vapour density near boiling point. For 

calculating at around 40 °C Equation (4.2) has been used. No spot corrosion could be 

observed at 50 °C/ 25% RH. It is not a common phenomenon at 25% RH, because 

under 50% RH no condensation is present. The reaction of oxidation can be seen in 

Section 3.5 in details, where the speed is dependent on temperature, and can be 

expressed by the Arrhenius equation: 

)/( RTEAAek  (4.3) 

where k is the rate constant, A is a constant [Pa·s], E is the activation energy [J/mol], 

R is the gas constant (8,314 [J/mol·K]), and T is the temperature [K]. According to the 

Arrhenius equation the oxidation reaction proceeds much faster at higher temperatures. 

Thus, for temperatures of 105 °C the tin layer oxidizes much more than at 40 °C.  

Whisker growth at elevated temperature and humidity conditions can be induced 

by the corrosion of the tin finish. Compressive stress in the tin layer is necessary for 

the tin whisker to initiate and grow out. On an oxide layer certain weak spots will 

relieve the internal compressive stress inside the tin layer, which drives the tin 

material out of the opening so that whiskers can grow. As it was mentioned in Section 

3.5 in details, when the tin is transformed to SnOx, the volume expansion in the tin 

layer is 32% for the formation of SnO2. Therefore, a compressive stress is generated 

by the corrosion of the tin layer; that drives the nucleation and growth of whiskers. 

Still, if the temperature is high the oxidation process creates tin-oxide much faster, 

while thick layers of SnOx appear on the surface of the whiskers. This actually 

hardens the whisker and stops its growth.  

Results at 105 °C/ 100% RH indicate that after a whisker had developed, the 

hostile environment oxidizes it almost instantly, creating cracks on its surface and 

hardening it, causing the whisker growth to stop. Analysing the surface of the whisker 
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with EDS showed 52.62 At% oxygen, 44.42 At% tin and 2.96 At% copper. This 

means that the whisker is heavily oxidized. In case of 40 °C/ 95% RH the corrosion of 

the surface was not so severe, however most whiskers were still found on the corroded 

areas. Since oxidation could not stop the growth of the whiskers, their length was 

larger than that of the ones found at 105 °C/ 100% RH, and continuously growing. At 

the same time no corrosion was found on the samples stored in 50 °C/ 25% RH and 

the whisker growth on those samples was negligible. 

  

Figure 4.9. a) Dense but evenly short whiskers in 105 °C/ 100% RH at 3400 hours, Ag 

underlayer; b) same area showed in a smaller magnitude with visible corrosion spots (the 

observed area in Figure 4.9.a is marked with an oblong). 

The following model can explain this behaviour: the surface of the samples became 

oxidized, and on areas where spot corrosion occurred many cracks appeared on the 

surface. The whiskers only appeared on these areas and protruded from the existing 

cracks. Each time a whisker had developed, the high temperature and high humidity 

blocked its growth due to the rapid formation of a layer of tin oxide. Later, when the 

stress in the tin layer needed relief again; it mostly caused new whiskers to extrude 

out from the cracks of the surface beside the existing whiskers. A huge amount of 

filaments emerged from the cracks which soon made the existing crack almost 

invisible. For this reason by 4200 hours the surface deformed from a smooth and 

cracked state into a widely deformed surface covered with eruptions and whiskers 

with high density; this way short but dense tin whisker “forests” emerged from the 

surface. The average whisker length in the “forest” was ~20 μm and the whisker 

density was ~15 pieces/100 μm. These were only experienced around the corrosion 

spots (Figure 4.9). Later these whiskers were also oxidized which blocked the further 

b) a) 
corroded 

area 
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length increase. For this reason, the level of the reliability problem in the case of 

silver underlayered tin surfaces is not so high concerning the shorting of SMD 

components. 

Examining the areas where these whisker forests have actually emerged after 

etching it with FIB, tin shrinkages were detected. After the appearance of the whisker 

“forests” the thickness of the tin coating has shrunk to the thickness of 1.4 μm in 

average (±0.4 μm) (Figure 4.10). The volume of tin diffusing into all the whiskers was 

so large that the tin layer beneath has tapered. So the thickness of the tin layer has 

decreased by almost 80% in average. In the case of the nickel underlayered samples, 

the high intense of whiskering was not observed and the shrinkage of the tin coating 

did not occur. 

 

Figure 4.10. Cross section of the structure with shrinkage of tin plating underneath whiskers 

at 105 °C/ 100% RH at 3400 hours, Ag underlayer 

It is notable that in some sections of the silver underlayered sample, aging in this 

environmental condition caused a different kind of whisker structure. While in other 

places whiskers developed in a few microns thick single crystal filament morphology, 

with only a few kinks on its structure. In some areas the whiskers developed in 

bundles (many whiskers grown together) and do not follow the typical whisker 

appearance. The diameters of these whiskers are usually >10 μm, and a bundle is 

usually around 30-40 μm in size (Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11. Bundle of whiskers after 2600 hours in 105 °C/ 100% RH 

Additionally, I have observed a unique phenomenon; rarely the standing whisker 

relieves the stress with a new eruption. In case there is a crack on the oxide layer of 

the whisker and additional stress in the tin layer cause tin atoms to diffuse into the 

whisker, a new whisker may grow out of the existing whisker, which will grow until 

the appearing oxide layer on its surface causes it to stop (Figure 4.12). I have named 

this phenomenon "Whisker-on-whisker" as the base whisker grew a new whisker on 

itself, although the shape of these eruptions was not the standard whisker shape at all. 

 

Figure 4.12. a) A whisker at 2200 hours; b) Whisker-on-whisker phenomenon on the same 

whisker at 3400 hours 

 

b) a) 
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4.5 Examining the Effect of Underlayers 

When no underlayer is used, copper substrates form intermetallic layers with 

deposited tin films. The copper atoms easily diffuse into the tin grains at ambient 

conditions and form intermetallic compounds within the grain boundaries. As it was 

mentioned in Section 3.3 in details, the intermetallic layer has a lower density than 

copper and this density change causes a volume expansion at the intermetallic layer 

which generates compressive stresses toward the tin film in the vertical direction of 

the Cu and Sn interface. According to recent beliefs (which are detailed in Section 

3.4), these interdiffusional effects are reversed by the underlaying material since tin 

diffuses into nickel at a much higher rate than nickel does into tin, so Ni3Sn4 

intermetallic forms within the nickel underlayer rather than in the tin layer. 

Compressive stress develops in the underlaying material instead of stressing the tin 

grains. 

  

Figure 4.13. a) a whisker etched with FIB; b) higher magnification of the etched layer 

During the experiments, the samples aged in 40 °C/ 95% RH for 4200 hours have 

been etched with FIB in order to observe the grain structure and the Ni3Sn4 

intermetallic formation. An unexpected result was observed: the intermetallic layer 

grows upwards from the nickel layer into the tin layer. This is contradictory to the 

expected formation of the Ni3Sn4 intermetallic layer according to the literature. Figure 

4.13 a. and b. clearly present how the whisker emerges between two grain boundaries. 

Also the different layers of materials and a noticeable amount of Ni3Sn4 intermetallics 

growing upwards between the nickel and the tin layer can be observed. This area has 

also been studied by TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy), Figure 4.14 a. In 

b) a) 
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Figure 4.14 b. and c. the element mapping can be seen. Examining the intermetallic 

with TEM-EDS shows the following results: 40.91 At% nickel, and 58.09 At% tin, 

which corresponds to the atomic ratio of nickel and tin in case of Ni3Sn4.  

 

Figure 4.14. TEM element mapping images of the Ni3Sn4 intermetallic area; a) the actual 

image of the examined area; b) nickel content; c) tin content. 

TEM observation has also been made (Figure 4.15 a.) on samples with silver 

underlayers also aged in 40 °C/ 95% RH for 4200 hours. In Figure 4.15 b.−d. the 

element mapping of tin, silver and copper can be seen. These measurements show that 

silver underlayers are less reliable than nickel; hence the thickness of the underlayer is 

reduced under 1 µm and is discontinuous. In some areas silver has completely 

disappeared and the tin layer is in direct connection with the bronze substrate allowing 

the creation of Cu6Sn5 intermetallics. Almost all parts of the silver layer has 

transformed into Ag3Sn intermetallic, which is proven by TEM-EDS measurements 

where 75.39 At% silver, and 23.98 At% tin can be found. This corresponds to the 

atomic ratio of silver and tin in case of Ag3Sn. The silver layer is almost consumed by 

the tin, and furthermore tin appeared on the lower parts of the silver layer, which 

shows that the known model for the role of underlayers is true for silver layers; tin 

diffuses faster into silver than silver into tin.  

I have proven by the previously discussed observations why silver underlayered 

samples resisted whiskering more than nickel in 40 °C/ 95% RH conditions. The 

samples with nickel underlayers showed gradual whisker growth over time as the 

Ni3Sn4 intermetallics grew and expanded into the tin layer creating stresses in it. In 

the case of the silver underlayer samples they were whisker-proof only until 3800 

hours. This would be the critical point when the silver has been consumed, or the tin 

a) c) b) 

Sn layer 

Ni layer 

Ni3Sn4 

Ni3Sn4 

Ni3Sn4 

Ni layer 

Sn layer 
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has diffused under the silver layer and has got into contact with the copper. This 

caused the formation of Cu6Sn5 intermetallics and initiated inner stresses within the 

tin layer resulting in a high amount of whiskers. 

 

 

Figure 4.15. TEM element mapping images of the Ag3Sn intermetallic area a) the actual 

image of the examined area; b) tin content; c) silver content; d) copper content. 

Aging the samples in 105 °C/ 100% RH environment had a slightly different effect 

on the samples because of its highly oxidizing ability. The diffusion of the atoms 

between the tin layer and the underlaying material occurred faster compared to the 

40 °C/ 95% RH, hence in case of the silver underlayer the tin atoms reached to the 

copper layer faster and generated an intense compressive stress in the tin layer, and 

inducing the whiskers to break out on the weaker points of the oxide layer. Yet the 

nickel underlayer samples generated only Ni3Sn4 which has slower growth rate. This 

slowly generated stress possibly induced material transport through the weaker oxide 

points impulsively which oxidized as soon as they appeared on the surface of the 

samples, creating small protrusions, and increasing in density over time.  

 

b) a) 

d) c) 

Sn layer 

Cu substrate  

Ag3Sn 

Cu substrate  

Sn layer 

Ag3Sn 
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4.6 Conclusion 

I have observed the effect of humidity on nickel and silver underlayered tin 

platings in relation with whisker formation. Aging the samples in 50 °C/ 20% RH, 

40 °C/ 95% RH and 105 °C/ 100% RH conditions lead to different results. 

The 50 °C/ 25% RH condition showed only a negligible sign of whiskering, and it 

appeared to be a good reference to prove the effects of humidity on whisker growth as 

a function of temperature. At high humidity and high temperature conditions, the 

oxidation process creates tin-oxide much faster which strongly affects the growth of 

tin whiskers. In 105 °C/ 100% RH the developed whiskers did not grow notably in 

length because the humidity blocked the whisker growth through oxidation. However, 

the whisker density increased. The shape of these whiskers did not resemble the usual 

known whisker appearance. In 40 °C/ 95% RH the oxidation cannot restrain whisker 

growth, causing them to grow constantly in length. 

In high temperature environments (105 °C/ 100% RH) the silver underlayered 

samples generated longer whiskers than the nickel underlayered samples, but in case 

of lower temperatures (40 °C/ 95% RH) the results initially showed the opposite. The 

observed results can be explained by the followings: the silver underlayer samples can 

resist whiskering until the tin diffuses to the bottom of the silver layer and makes 

contact with the copper and forms Cu6Sn5 intermetallics. At high temperature (105 

°C) this occurred much faster than at lower temperature (40 °C) as the diffusion rate is 

highly dependent on the temperature. The Ni3Sn4 intermetallics expand towards the 

tin layer instead of the nickel layer creating stresses inside the tin layer. However the 

growth rate of Ni3Sn4 is much lower than the growth rate of Cu6Sn5 and the material 

transport caused by the slowly generated stress can be blocked by the rapid oxidation 

in the case of the high temperature and high humidity condition. I have also observed 

a unique phenomenon in this test condition, which I have named 

"Whisker-on-whisker"; in case there is a crack on the oxide layer of the whisker and 

additional stress in the tin layer cause tin atoms to diffuse into the whisker, a new 

whisker may grow out of the existing whisker, which will grow until the appearing 

oxide layer on its surface causes it to stop.   
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5. THE EFFECT OF THE GRAIN STRUCTURE OF TIN ON THE 

WHISKER GROWTH (THESIS GROUP 2) 

As it was mentioned in more details in Section 3.3, post-bake annealing to relax the 

residual stresses inside the tin layer is a well-known whisker growth mitigating 

procedure. However, so far the effect of the recrystallizing process on whisker growth 

has not yet been studied. Therefore the aim of the study found in this Section is to 

examine how the recrystallizing procedure at high temperatures, compared to simple 

heat annealing, affects whisker growth in aspect of the change of tin grain structure 

and the growth of the intermetallic layer.  

 

5.1 Sample Preparation and Test Circumstances 

In this study, I have used copper wire as a substrate and bright tin was electroplated 

on its surface. This experiment is similar to the build-up of component leads used in 

the electronic industry. The bath composition was tin (in the form of tin sulfamate) 

(50 g/l) and sulfamic acid, NH2SO3H (60 g/l). The bath temperature was 40 °C and the 

cathode current density was 2 A/dm
2
. I have prepared two plating thicknesses: 10 µm 

and 20 µm. I have set the samples into three categories: regular (reference), 

post-baked (henceforth known as annealed) and recrystallized. In the case of 

annealing the samples were stored at 150 °C for 1 hour after electroplating. The 

recrystallized samples were elongated by 5% and then annealed at 150 °C for 1 hour. 

The 10 cm long wires have been attached between clamps and stretched. Since the 

rate of stretching is not equal in every parts of the sample, only the middle areas of the 

samples were observed later on in order to get accurate results. In both annealed and 

recrystallized samples, the annealing process was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere 

in order to prevent oxygen infiltration. 

I have used three types of aging techniques: two of constant elevated temperature 

aging such as 50 °C and 105 °C in dry chambers. According to the measurements by 

Honeywell HCH-1000 sensors, the humidity level in the chambers was very low 
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during the tests. The main value of humidity was 15% RH with ±5% RH deviation in 

both cases. In actuality inside electronic devices these temperatures can easily be 

reached during operation. In order to eliminate the effect of the growing tin-oxides on 

whiskering during the aging, the humidity level was not elevated (a growing layer of 

tin-oxide on the surface would create excessive stress in the underlying tin layer 

promoting whiskering, see Section 3.5). The third aging mode was temperature 

cycling (TC) between -55 °C and +85 °C according to JEDEC JESD22A121 

standard’s accelerating procedure, 3 cycles were carried out in an hour with 5 minutes 

heating and cooling time.  

Table 5.1. The examined sample types 

Elevated temperature aging at 50 °C 

10μm reference 20μm reference 

10μm annealed 20μm annealed 

10μm recrystallized 20μm recrystallized 

Elevated temperature aging at 105 °C 

10μm reference 20μm reference 

10μm annealed 20μm annealed 

10μm recrystallized 20μm recrystallized 

Temperature cycling (TC) aging 

10μm reference 20μm reference 

10μm annealed 20μm annealed 

10μm recrystallized 20μm recrystallized 

All together I observed 18 types of samples during this experiment (Table 5.1): 2 

types of thicknesses (10 µm and 20 µm) with 3 treatment methods (annealing, 

recrystallization and reference) in 3 aging conditions (50 °C, 105 °C elevated 

temperatures and thermal cycling). The samples were checked after 400 hours at the 

elevated temperature aging and every 500 cycles at the temperature cycling test 

method by SEM. All together 1600 hours and 1000 cycles were examined.  

During the statistical evaluation of the results, the axial length of a whisker is 

defined as the distance between the Sn surface and the tip of the whisker, according to 

JESD201 Standard. The measurement accuracy for the whisker length is about ±5 µm. 

The average whisker length was calculated by lognormal distribution from 20 pieces 

of chosen whiskers at each step. The average whisker density was also determined by 
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lognormal distribution from 20 images at a magnification of 150x for each samples. 

The unit for the whisker density is 1/mm
2
.  

During the metallurgical evaluation of the results, I examined the tin grain size and 

the intermetallic layer thickness between the copper base and the tin coating with 

FIB-SIM. As the samples are wires which have been formed and stretched in case of 

the recrystallized samples, the FIB cross-sectional cuts are always parallel to the 

centre axis of the wire. Samples etched by FIB were formerly coated with 

approximately 50 nm carbon as surface protection. The average intermetallic layer 

thickness is determined from the average intermetallic area calculating by fitting 

curves on the edges of the intermetallic layer. 

 

5.2 The Effect of Aging on Whisker Growth 

Figure 5.1 shows the average whisker densities measured on samples with both 

thicknesses stored at 50 °C. After 400 hours, moderate whiskering (18-20 

pieces/mm
2
) occurred on the reference samples. In the case of the annealed and the 

recrystallized samples the first whiskers appeared after 800 hours, except for the 10 

μm recrystallized samples where it appeared only after 1200 hours. Interestingly on 

the treated (annealed and recrystallized) samples a significant amount of whiskers 

appeared in the time period between 400-800 hours, in some cases it even reached 60 

pieces/mm
2
. But after this sudden wave of whisker growth the number of whiskers 

had only changed slightly. On the other hand, in the case of the reference samples, the 

whisker density had grown near linearly in time.  

The results of the 50 °C test show that both annealing and recrystallization has 

decreased the whiskering behaviour of the samples. It is important to point out that the 

treating methods result in a delaying effect in time of the first whisker appearance. 

These are especially valid for samples with 10 µm tin layer thickness. However, 

comparing the results of the 10 and 20 μm samples, the thicker tin layers are less 

prone to whiskering due to their greater abilities to relax stresses. 
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Figure 5.1. Average whisker densities, 50 °C condition. 

The study of the average whisker lengths shows that annealing and 

recrystallization is not as effective in reducing the lengths of whiskers (Figure 5.2) as 

it is at decreasing the density. A slight length reducing effect can be seen in the case of 

the 10 µm plating thickness samples. The better results in the early stage of the test 

(0-800 hours) were all by the reason of the discussed whisker delaying effect.  

 
Figure 5.2. Average whisker lengths, at 50 °C condition. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the average whisker densities measured on samples with both 

thicknesses stored at 105 °C. In the case of the samples with 10 µm plating thickness, 

dense whiskering could be seen at the 400 hours stage (90-160 pieces/mm
2
) in all 

three sample types. In the case of treated samples with 20 µm plating thickness, the 

first whiskers only appeared later in the 400-800 hour stage. As opposed to the 50 °C 

aging conditions, the intense whiskering here stopped after the first growth wave in all 

of the samples. 

 

Figure 5.3. Average whisker densities, 105 °C condition. 

According to the results of the 105 °C aging it can also be concluded that both 

annealing and recrystallization has reduced the amount of whiskers growth. However 

the efficiency of these treatments is lower than in case of aging in the 50 °C condition. 

Contrary to the results of the 50 °C conditions, the results here are very similar to the 

cases of the 10 µm and 20 µm plating thickness samples. With both plating 

thicknesses the recrystallization proved to have more of a mitigating effect, but 

unfortunately a growth delaying effect was not seen with the 10 µm samples. During 

this test the 20 μm samples again showed better results than the 10 μm samples 

concerning the density of the whiskers. The study of the average whisker lengths in 

105 °C conditions (Figure 5.4) also proves that annealing and recrystallization are not 

as effective in reducing the lengths of whiskers as decreasing the density.  
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Figure 5.4. Average whisker lengths, 105°C condition. 

The average whisker densities of the samples after storing in TC (Temperature 

Cycling) can be seen on Figure 5.5. After aging by 500 cycles the reference samples 

showed moderate whiskering (30-60 pieces/mm
2
). The delaying effect of the 

treatments worked well during this test, and the effect was the most visible at this 

aging test method. With both the recrystallized and the 20 μm annealed samples the 

whiskers started to grow only between the 500 and 1000 cycle. (8-10 pieces/mm
2
). It 

can also be concluded that annealing and recrystallizing did not make any decreasing 

effect on the average whisker lengths (Figure 5.6). The better results in the early stage 

(0-500 cycle) are due to the delaying effect of the first whisker appearance. 

 
Figure 5.5. Average whisker densities, TC condition. 
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Figure 5.6. Average whisker lengths, TC conditions. 

The longest detected whiskers were also evaluated which can be seen in Table 5.2. 

The detection did not necessarily happen at the end of the tests since sometimes the 

long whiskers may break off. In all test types (except the TC test on 20 µm layer 

thickness samples) the longest developed whiskers were found on the reference 

samples. The longest whisker was observed on a reference sample (650 μm) aged in 

105 °C. 

 Table 5.2. Maximum detected whisker lengths 

Detection 

Ref. Ann. Rec. Ref. Ann. Rec. 

Test 50 °C/amb. RH Test 105 °C/amb. RH 

[h] On 10 μm layer [μm] 

1200    650  450 

1600 200 75 135  400  

 On 20 μm layer [μm] 

1200 90  67  147  

1600  82  155  125 

[cycle] 

TC -55-+85 °C  

On 10 μm layer [μm] On 20μm layer [μm] 

1000 48 45 15 49 60 45 
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Figure 5.7. Eruptions on 10 μm plating thickness; a) 50 °C condition after 1600 hours; b) 

105 °C condition, after 1600 hours; c) TC (-55− +85 °C) condition after 1000 cycles. 

Inspecting all the tests it can be concluded that annealing and recrystallizing have 

been proved to be effective for whisker mitigation. The most important effect which 

was observed during the study was the delaying effect of the moment when the first 

whiskers appeared. The sample treatments were more effective in aspect of the 

density reduction, than in the length reduction. In most cases recrystallizing produced 

better results than annealing both in aspect of whisker density and length. The SEM 

images of the samples can be seen on Figure 5.7. 
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5.3 Examination of the Grain Structure 

At the beginning of the experiment the thickness of the intermetallic layer was 

determined. It was generally around 0.85 μm in all of the samples. In the case of 

constant temperature aging, the thickness of the layer changed after 1600 hours 

compared to the initial thickness. With the 50 °C aging the intermetallic layer grew 

about 50% thicker but in the case of 105 °C the thickness of the intermetallic became 

more than 5 times larger. The pre-treatments had no effect on intermetallic growth. 

As it is mentioned in Section 3.3 in details, the copper atoms diffuse into the tin 

grains and form intermetallic compounds within the grain boundaries. The 

intermetallic layer has lower density than copper and this density change causes the 

volume expansion in the intermetallic layer. The volume extension generates 

compressive stresses against the tin film in the vertical direction of the Cu and Sn 

interface. This stress in the tin layer is necessary for the tin whisker to initiate and 

grow out. If the surface of the tin contains a layer of oxides the volume of the tin 

cannot expand and the compressive stress increases proportionately to the number of 

diffusing atoms. The amount of this stress is [5.1]: 

V
B

 (5.1)
 

where σ is the developed stress [Pa], B is the Young's modulus [Pa], Ω is the partial 

molecular volume of the copper atoms in Cu6Sn5 [m
3
] and V is the initial volume [m

3
]. 

The negative sign shows that the developing stress is compressive. 

Due to the Arrhenius rule, this reaction proceeds much faster at higher 

temperatures because in these cases, the probability that two atoms will collide is 

higher. This higher rate of collision results in larger kinetic energies, which in turn has 

an effect on the activation energy of the reaction. This is the amount of energy 

required to ensure that a reaction occurs. Thus, for temperatures of 105 °C the 

intermetallic growth is much faster than for 50 °C. For this reason, the compressive 

stress developed in the tin layer is larger and this explains the larger amount of 

whiskers found in the experiments. 

In the case of Temperature Cycling tests, the developed stresses are thermally 
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induced because of the mismatches in the CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) 

between the plating material and the substrate. Since the CTE of a polycrystalline tin 

coating (22×10
−6

 K
−1

) is higher than the CTE of the copper substrate (16.5×10
−6

 K
−1

), 

a larger expansion of the Sn layer develops during the heating stage of the 

temperature cycling which applies compressive stress to the tin coating. On the other 

hand, a temperature decrease applies tensile stress to the tin coating. In the case of the 

TC test, this alternating compressive–tensile stress generated in the tin coating is the 

major driving force of the whisker growth [1.11, 1.12]. 

In the case of the isothermal treatments (105 °C and 50 °C elevated temperature 

conditions) CTE mismatch is also causing stress in the tin layer but the amount of this 

stress can be neglected compared to the amount of the stress caused by the 

intermetallic growth, since the CTE mismatch mostly causes stress during the 

temperature change, after that the relaxation of the tin layer occurs. Therefore there is 

a significant difference between the two mechanisms from which compressive stress 

could build up in the Sn layer. Under isothermal conditions (without elevated 

humidity), stress generation is dominated by the intermetallic growth, whereas under 

temperature cycling conditions, stress generation is dominated by CTE mismatch 

[3.33]. 

The delaying of the whisker growth caused by annealing and recrystallization is 

due to the fact that these treatments decrease the mechanical stress created in the 

process of electroplating. In the case of annealing, it is mainly because of the 

relaxation effect of storing in 150 °C, and in the case of recrystallization it is mainly 

because of the development of a new grain structure.  

Before the aging, the grain structure of the samples had been studied by FIB-SIM. 

Significant difference has been observed between the different sample types. With the 

reference sample (Figure 5.8 a.) and annealed samples (Figure 5.8 b.), the grains are 

columnar shaped with an average grain size of 480 nm in width. In the case of the 

recrystallized samples (Figure 5.8 c.), the structure of the grains is completely 

different; the process of recrystallization has changed the grains into a mixed structure 

where some grains are semi-columnar but some of them are horizontal. The size of the 
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grains is hardly determinable because of the mixed structure but the grain sizes are 

usually under 1 µm in all directions. 

 

 
Figure 5.8. Grain structure of samples before aging: a) reference; b) annealed;  

c) recrystallized samples. 

The formation of the grains in the experiments is congruent with the amount of 

whiskers found on the surface. On the annealed samples, the grain size is relatively 

similar to the grain size in the reference samples. But in this case the stresses 

developed during electroplating were eliminated by the annealing process, and a new 

set of residual stresses developed later, hence the delay in whisker growth. These 

results agree with the experiments of Yu et al. [3.32] whereas they stated that 

columnar grain structures will build up stress inside and release stress in a vertical 

direction, creating larger amount of whiskers than the semi-columnar grain structure. 

In the semi-columnar or mixed grain structure the stress will be released in various 

b) a) 

c) 
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directions and much fewer and smaller whiskers will be formed. 

The residual stresses developing throughout the aging tests (such as stress by the 

intermetallic layer formation) could not be reduced by these treatment methods. If the 

tin platings treated by annealing or recrystallization have the same conditions needed 

for whisker growth, the phenomenon will develop in a similar pace to the reference 

samples but only with a delay. This is the reason why on all samples (reference, 

annealed, recrystallized) the average whisker length did not show significant decrease. 

It does not exclude the possibility that if continuing the experiments, the results of the 

treated and reference samples would converge together also in aspect of whisker 

density. However, it is important to consider that with annealing and especially 

recrystallization the potential lifespan of electronic products can be considerably 

lengthened. 

 

5.4 Examination of the Developed Formation Shapes 

During the experiments I have detected 3 main types of whisker shapes - filaments, 

nodules and hillocks (see Section 2.1). The diameters of the detected filament 

whiskers were typically between 3-10 µm and their lengths were up to 300-400 µm 

(Figure 5.9 a.). The diameters of the detected nodule whiskers were usually 10-20 µm 

and their lengths were around 30-80 µm (Figure 5.9 b.). The observed hillocks were 

generally between 5-20 µm in size (Figure 5.9 c.). In all cases, the developed filament 

whiskers have grown out of either hillocks or nodules.  

The developed shape structure is in connection with the different accelerating test 

types. The explanation of the results of the experiments is the following: filament 

whiskers mainly occurred at the 105 °C test (a small amount was found on 50 °C test 

on 10 µm samples). The reason is that aging in 105 °C develops the largest amount of 

mechanical stress in the layer, and the elevated temperature causes faster diffusion and 

a large amount of material transport between grains. The nodule whisker was the most 

representative in the case of the 50 °C tests where the mechanical stress is less than in 

the case of 105 °C test. In case of temperature cycling, the majority of the developed 

eruptions were hillocks or very short nodules. The temperature cycling causes the 
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least amount of diffusion, which is enough only for hillock production. Similar 

observations have been made by Kim et al. [5.2] and Sauter et al. [3.33] who state that 

TC and isothermal storage results in different whisker mechanisms. In the case of the 

samples with 20 µm tin plating thickness, filament whiskers were much rarer 

compared to the 10 µm samples. There, rather nodule and hillock shape whiskers have 

developed. In the case of thicker plating, it requires more time for the intermetallic to 

migrate up the grain boundaries and cause compression between the grains. 

 

Figure 5.9. Different whisker types on samples; a) Filament whisker on 10 µm reference 

sample, 105 °C, 1200 hours, length is near 400 µm; b) Nodule whisker on 20 µm annealed 

sample, 105 °C, 1200 hours; c) Hillocks on 10 µm reference sample, TC test 1000 cycle. 

Coherency between the treatment methods and the developed whisker shapes was 

found only in the case of the samples with 20 µm thickness. In the case of annealed 

samples, the main developed whisker type was the nodule whisker type - no filament 

shaped whiskers were observed and only a very small amount of hillocks (less than 

5%) were found. The untreated reference samples showed similar results with a 

majority of nodule shaped whiskers with some filament whiskers. In the case of 

recrystallized samples, almost all of the observed eruptions were hillock shaped - no 

filament whiskers were found and nodule whiskers had only started appearing in a 

minority of hillocks (around 10%). It has been observed that the grain structure of the 

recrystallized samples is mixed compared to the reference or annealed samples where 

the grain structure was columnar. These results are accordant with the experiments of 

Yu et al. [3.32] whereas they state that columnar grain structures form needle-type 

whiskers and semi-columnar grain structures mostly form hillocks.  

b) a) c) 
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Figure 5.10. FIB etching of eruptions: a) a hillock; b) a nodule. 

FIB etching has been carried out on hillocks and nodules to observe the structure of 

these eruptions and the underlying grain structure of the tin. On Figure 5.10.a-b, an 

etched hillock and nodule can be seen which had developed on the same reference 

type of sample aged in temperature cycling for 1000 cycles. It can be observed that 

the developed hillock is a single crystal structure while the nodule is polycrystalline 

structured. Similar observations have been made by Boettinger et al. [3.45]. The root 

of the hillock is developed deeper in the tin layer while the crystal structure of the 

nodule is located more towards the surface of the layer.  

 

Figure 5.11. Developed voids in the tin layer above the intermetallics layer. 

In both cases, voids have developed in the bottom of the neighbouring columnar tin 

grains, close to the intermetallic layer (Figure 5.11). This has been observed only 

underneath the large hillocks or nodules, no voids were found on other areas of the 

b) a) 

voids 
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samples further away. This phenomenon is probably caused by the large amount of tin 

diffusion which is needed for the growth of the abnormal grain. Tin diffuses from the 

neighbouring grains and creates material loss at the bottom of the columnar structure 

grains. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

I have examined the effect of annealing and recrystallization on electroplated tin 

layers about their mitigating effect on the growth of tin whiskers. I have obtained the 

following results: the pre-treating methods (mainly recrystallization) result in a 

delaying effect in time of the first whisker appearance. Therefore with application of 

these methods, the lifespan of electronic products can be considerably lengthened. 

Annealing is already a widely used treatment method during the lead-frame 

production, but according to the results of my research, the additional mechanical 

stretching of lead-frames should be also taken into consideration to apply, due to its 

recrystallizing effect causing the delay of whisker growth. The pre-treating methods 

are not effective in reducing the lengths of whiskers. The thicker 20 μm tin layers are 

less prone to whiskering than the 10 μm thick layers due to their greater abilities to 

relax stress. Most of the whiskers have been detected on the samples which were aged 

in 105 °C; hence this aging develops the largest amount of mechanical stress in the 

layer. 

The different treatment methods resulted in different tin grain structures. The 

annealed samples have columnar grains similar to the reference samples, but the 

process of recrystallization has changed the grains into a mixed structure of 

semi-columnar and horizontal grains. This explains that the results of recrystallized 

samples were the best in the aspects of whisker mitigation, due to the better stress 

relax ability of the semi-columnar or mixed grain structures. Large amount of voids 

were observed under the developed hillocks and nodules at the bottom of the 

columinar grains near the intermetallic region which was probably caused by the large 

amount of tin diffusion needed for the growth of the abnormal grains.  
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6. WHISKERING PROPERTIES OF TIN-COPPER ALLOYS IN 

VARIOUS HUMIDITY CONDITIONS (THESIS GROUP 3) 

Alloying different elements to tin can change the whiskering ability of the plated 

film. There has been some research on the effects of copper on whiskering on 

tin-copper alloy platings as I have mentioned in Section 3.7, but these studies 

examined only alloys with a small percentage of copper (up to 3,7% Cu) mainly in 

electroplated layers. In addition, the aging of the platings has not been tested in high 

humidity conditions; hence the effects of oxidation on the alloys have not been tested. 

The aim of my research in Thesis Group 3 is to examine the whisker growth 

behaviour of tin-copper (0-5 wt. %) alloy surface finishes in highly oxidizing 

environments. 

 

6.1 Sample Preparation and Test Circumstances 

In these tests, I have used pure copper wires as substrates. The surface finishes 

were created by dipping the copper wires into different molten alloys. I have applied 

six types of alloys: 100Sn (wt. %), 99Sn1Cu (wt. %), 98Sn2Cu (wt. %), 97Sn3Cu (wt. 

%), 96Sn4Cu (wt. %), and 95Sn5Cu (wt. %). The thickness values of the developed 

surface finishes were between 4–6 μm.  

The hardest task was to create a smooth even surface during the dipping process. 

The problem is that the pure Sn has approximately 150 °C lower melting point than 

the 95Sn5Cu alloy. The binary phase diagram of Sn-Cu can be seen on Figure 6.1 

which shows the melting point of each alloy depending on the copper content. If the 

temperature is too low during the dipping process, the alloys with high Cu content can 

solidify during the dipping procedure creating whisker-like copper crystal spikes. 

These crystals are created because the copper separates from the alloy and solidifies 

inside it, while the tin is still in a liquid form [6.1]. It is important to recognize that 

these formations are not related to whiskers, and they are necessary to avoid during 

the preparation of the samples. Therefore, the applied pot temperature I used was 450 

°C in all cases. 
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Figure 6.1. Binary phase diagram of Sn-Cu 

I have used two types of aging procedures to accelerate the whisker appearance; an 

elevated humidity and temperature condition (85 °C/ 85% RH) and HAST (Highly 

Accelerated Stress Test – 105 °C/ 100% RH) up to 2400 hours in order to keep the 

samples in highly corrosive environment. No precautions were taken to limit 

condensation of vapour on the samples as the aim was to observe the effect of 

corrosion on whiskering. I have observed the whisker growth by using SEM in every 

200 hours until the 1200
th

 hour, then in every 400 hours thereafter. The results were 

evaluated by the morphology of the whiskers, by the average and maximum whisker 

length and the average whisker density. During the statistical evaluation of the results, 

the axial length of a whisker is defined by JEDEC JESD201. The average whisker 

length and density was calculated by lognormal distribution. 

 

6.2 Results of the 85 °C/ 85% RH Aging Condition 

Figure 6.2 shows the average whisker densities measured on samples stored at 85 

°C/ 85% RH. The first whiskers appeared on the 99Sn1Cu and 98Sn2Cu samples after 

600 hours. The significant whiskering was started after 1000 hours on all samples. 

The whisker growth was near linear by time in the cases of high Cu content alloys 

(3-5%) between 1000 and 2000 hours.  
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Figure 6.2. Average whisker densities, 85 °C/ 85% RH 

After 2000 hours, the saturation of whisker growth was observed on these samples. 

In the case of low Cu content alloys (0-2%), the saturation occurred sooner after 1600 

hours. According to the results, the higher Cu content of the alloys caused higher 

whisker density; however the differences were not so significant. The maximum 

whisker densities were 6-10 pieces/2500 μm
2
. 

 

Figure 6.3. Average whisker lengths, 85 °C/ 85% RH 

The study of the average whisker lengths on samples stored in 85 °C/ 85% RH 

(Figure 6.3) shows the similar results as the whisker densities. The higher Cu content 
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of the alloys (3-5%) resulted in longer whiskers than the lower (0-2%) Cu content 

alloys. In this case, the differences were more significant than in the case of the 

densities. The longest whisker reached 50 μm in the case of the 4–5% Cu content 

while in the case of lower Cu contents these were maximum 25 μm length. (The 

longest whisker was detected on the 96Sn4Cu sample at 2400 hours, this was 53 μm.) 

Aging at 85 °C/ 85% RH condition developed only few corrosion spots on the 

surface of the samples (Figure 6.4 a., darker spots, marked by red circles). The 

observed whiskers were developed mainly at the corrosion spots. Typical whisker 

morphologies of the 85 °C/ 85% RH aging condition can be seen in Figure 6.4 b. The 

darker area around the whiskers is a corrosion spot. Measuring the whiskers with EDS 

showed that the whisker contains 100% Sn. 

  
Figure 6.4. a) Corrosion spots on the 95Sn5Cu sample, 85 °C/ 85% RH, 2400 hours,  

b) Whiskers on the 96Sn4Cu sample, 85°C/85%RH, 2000 hours 

Initially, the tin and tin-copper alloy coatings produced by hot-dipping are 

completely stress-free. Additional stress develops in the layer in time and whisker 

growth at elevated temperature and humidity can clearly be induced by the corrosion 

of the Sn finish. When the tin is transformed to SnOx, the volume of the tin layer 

expands; therefore, a compressive stress is generated by the corrosion of the tin layer; 

that drives the nucleation and growth of whiskers 

In the case of platings with some copper content, the oxygen also reacts with the 

copper. The oxidised copper can transform into Cu2O or CuO. The density of pure 

copper is 8.94 g/cm
3
, and the density of Cu2O and CuO is 6.0 and 6.31 g/cm

3
, 

respectively. The difference in densities is due to the different crystal structure and the 
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place of the oxygen atom between the copper atoms. Hence, in case of oxidation of 

copper grains in the alloy, the volume can expand up to +41% depending on the ratio 

of the developed copper-oxide type. The density of pure tin is 7.365 g/cm
3
, and the 

density of SnO and SnO2 is 6.45 and 6.95 g/cm
3
, respectively. Therefore, the larger 

the copper content in an alloy, the more stress will develop in the layer due to the 

corrosion of the alloy plating.  

Tin is considered a special material due to its low melting temperature (Tm = 505 

K). Below 286 K (0.55 x Tm), tetragonal β-tin transforms into cubic α-Sn. 

Recrystallization temperature is typically 0.4-0.7 of the melting temperature for 

metals; therefore, the recrystallization temperature of tin is very low, and 

recrystallization occurs even around room temperature (which is 0.58 x Tm). For this 

reason grain growth is also carried out at low temperatures, which can happen as 

either normal grain growth, where the main mechanism is the disappearance of the 

smallest grains in the distribution, or as ‘abnormal’ grain growth, where the latter 

process involves the growth of a few grains that become much larger than the average. 

The main cause of whisker growth can be regarded as the abnormal grain growth, 

which instead of consuming the neighbour grains; it grows out at the surface, due to 

the migration of atoms at grain boundaries by diffusion,  

As it can be seen on Figure 6.1, pure tin has a melting point of 504K (231°C). 

While there is an eutectic point at 0.7% copper content where the melting point of this 

Sn-Cu alloy is reduced to 501K (228°C), the melting points of alloys rapidly increase 

with higher copper content. For this reason, the melting point of 95Sn5Cu is 648K 

(375°C). Because of this property, grain growth due to recrystallization in the higher 

Cu content alloys cannot be so efficient and develops slower. Hence the first 

appearance of whiskers occurs later in time as it was observed in the case of 3–5% Cu 

content alloys. But since the high copper content has a higher corrosion rate, the 

additional stresses due to the tin and copper oxides may accelerate the whisker growth 

after the first appearance.  
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6.3 Results of the 105 °C/100% RH Aging Condition 

During the tests of 105 °C/ 100% RH condition, I have observed a very unique 

phenomenon. The material of the developed whiskers was mainly copper-oxide 

instead of tin as it can be seen in the EDS element mapping (Figure 6.5). This 

phenomenon occurred only on the surface of the Sn-Cu alloys, on these types of 

samples tin whisker could be found only very rarely. No copper-oxide whiskers 

appeared on the pure Sn plated samples. 

   

Figure 6.5. a) EDS element mapping of whiskers on 95Sn5Cu sample, 2400 hours,  

b) same area showed in a larger magnitude with copper-oxide whiskers (the observed area is 

marked with a red oblong on Figure 6.5 a.). 

Figure 6.6 shows the average copper-oxide whisker densities measured on the 

samples stored in 105 °C/ 100% RH. The whiskering started after 600 hours on all 

samples except of the 95Sn5Cu samples. On the 95Sn5Cu sample, the first whiskers 

had grown only after 800 hours. The maximum whisker densities in case of the alloys 

with higher Cu content reached 120–150 pieces/2500 μm
2
. During this test condition, it 

was also proven that the higher Cu content of the alloys caused higher whisker density. 

The saturation of the whisker growth had begun after 1600 hours in the case of all the 

alloy plated samples, except for the 95Sn5Cu where it started after 2000 hours.  

b) a) 
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Figure 6.6. Average whisker densities, 105 °C/ 100% RH 

The study of the average whisker lengths on samples stored in 105 °C/ 100% RH 

can be seen in (Figure 6.7). The higher Cu content of the alloys caused longer whiskers 

in this case also; however the differences were not so significant. The maximum 

whisker lengths were between 1.5–4.7 μm. The test condition developed very dense 

but very short whiskers. The 100Sn samples generated no copper-oxide whiskers, so it 

is not labelled on Figure 6.6-6.7, although a small amount of tin whiskers did appear 

on its surface after 1200 hours. 

 

Figure 6.7. Average whisker lengths, 105 °C/ 100% RH 
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6.4 Theory Explaining the Growth of Copper-Oxide Whiskers at 

105°C/ 100% RH 

The two main influencing factors of the whisker growth were the oxidation and the 

copper content of the alloys. After 1200 hours, it could be seen even visually that the 

surface of the samples became heavily oxidized and that severe localized corrosion 

occurred on the samples. On these corrosion spots large amount of corrosion product 

has been grown. These spots formed in the areas where water has condensed on the 

sample surface. A tin-oxide layer is evenly found everywhere on the surface of the 

samples, however surface corrosion creates some locally thicker areas of tin-oxide 

that may span from the surface of the deposit down to the substrate. 

Development of whiskers was only found in these highly corroded areas, the rest of 

the surface stayed unharmed (Figure 6.8). The total area of the oxidized spots was 

equivalent in all samples, since the level of water condensation in the humidity 

chamber was the same, but the level of whiskering was different inside these corroded 

areas at the different sample types. The corrosion spots were almost completely filled 

with short whiskers. However, in the case of 100Sn sample, the corrosion spots 

contained only a few whiskers, they were mainly found in traces, and were found to 

be tin whiskers, not copper-oxide. 

 

Figure 6.8. Whiskers on the corrosion spots on the 96Sn4Cu sample, 105 °C/ 100% RH,  

1200 hours. 
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Figure 6.9. a) TEM image of a Cu2O whisker on the 96Sn4Cu samples after 2400 hours 

(EDS results at the measurement points M1 – M9 can be seen in Table 6.1); b) element 

mapping of Cu at the investigated area; c) element mapping of Sn at the investigated area. The 

white arrow indicates the growing direction of the whisker. 

Table 6.1. Results of the EDS analysis of the Cu whisker area.  

 

O [at%] Cu [at%] Sn [at%] 

M1 72.27 6.39 21.34 

M2 48.82 3.87 47.32 

M3 22.91 77.09 0.00 

M4 25.91 73.92 0.17 

M5 22.54 77.04 0.42 

M6 72.68 2.66 24.66 

M7 75.28 3.42 21.30 

M8 5.67 68.84 25.49 

M9 45.10 22.82 32.08 

The cross-section of a whisker and the layer underneath observed by TEM-EDS 

analysis can be seen in Figure 6.9. The content of the whisker (M3-M5 on Table 6.1.) 

shows that the material of the emerging whisker is copper with a large amount of 

oxygen. The increased ratio of the copper indicates that there are additional copper 

spots inside the CuxO matrix. Analysing the whiskers with EELS (Electron Energy loss 

spectroscopy Gatan Enfina 1000, Acc. Voltage: 200kV, spectral resolution: 0.11 eV), it 

measures the critical ionization energy EC that is sensitive to the chemical situation of 

the material. Comparing the L23 edges with the reference peaks measured by [6.2, 6.3] 

show that the whiskers (Figure 6.10 a) are built up by a mixture of pure Cu (Figure 

6.10 b) and Cu2O (Figure 6.10 c). The atomic percentage of oxygen is generally 

between 25-30, which means that the ratio of Cu2O and Cu is 1Cu2O to 1Cu in case of 

25 at% O and 3Cu2O to1Cu in case of 30 at% O. In the same time, a thin SnOx layer 
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can be found on the tip of the whisker and on the surface next to it (M1, M2) which 

shows that the whisker broke through the layer, leaving some SnOx on the tip. The area 

where the breakthrough of the SnOx layer had occurred is also marked in Figure 6.9. 

Underneath the whiskers (M6-M9) there is a SnOx rich area, with a small amount of 

additional Cu. No Cu6Sn5 intermetallic can be found within the localized corrosion 

area, although traces of Cu3Sn can be found on some relatively small parts of the inner 

layer (M8).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10. The intensity and position of the EELS peaks measured on point A and B in a 

whisker, measured by EELS. a) Dark field image of the observed copper-oxide whisker. b) 

EELS spectrum image of point A (Cu). c) EELS spectrum image of point B (Cu2O). For both 

spectrums the background was subtracted and the intensities normalized to the same value. 

In most cases, inside the SnOx area vertical lines can be observed heading towards 

the surface, where Cu traces can be found (Figure 6.11). It is assumed that the SnOx is 

the original corroded coating or had been formed by the separation from the Cu6Sn5 by 

corrosion, while CuxO has been penetrated through these vertical lines towards the 

surface and then appearing as whiskers. An interesting phenomenon can also be seen 

in Figure 6.9 that the remaining Cu3Sn layer can block the Cu2O penetration towards 

the surface when Cu particles are trapped underneath it. 

A 

A 

B 

B 
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Energy loss (eV) 
c) 
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Figure 6.11. TEM image of the layer under a Cu2O whisker containing a mixture of SnOx & 

Cu2O on the 95Sn5Cu samples after 2400 hours. The visible remaining lines of Cu2O and Cu 

penetrating towards the surface can be observed. 

No copper-oxide whiskers have developed on the samples with 100% Sn coating, 

although several corroded areas can be found similarily to the alloyed coatings. In 

Figure 6.12 the TEM image and the EDS analysis of the cross-section of a corroded 

area can be seen. The results show that the separation occurred within the layer in the 

corroded areas similarly to the Sn-Cu alloys; in some areas CuxO had developed within 

the coating while in other areas enrichment of SnOx occurred. No Cu6Sn5 intermetallic 

can be found and high amount of oxygen atoms can be found all across the layer until 

the Cu substrate. Additionally, no vertical lines with Cu traces are observed, which 

could have been seen on Figure 6.11. 

 

Figure 6.12. a) TEM image and EDS analysis of a corroded area on the 100Sn sample with 

element distribution on different measuring points (MP), b) element mapping of Cu, c) element 

mapping of Sn. 
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Figure 6.13 shows the TEM image and EDS analysis of an area where localized 

corrosion did not occur. It can be seen that the structure of the layer follows the usual 

intermetallic appearance; underneath the Sn layer Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn can be found. No 

oxygen can be found within the layer and no separation of the intermetallic layer and 

pile-up of copper-oxide is observed. 

 

Figure 6.13. a) TEM image and EDS analysis with element distribution on different MPs of a 

non-corroded area on the 100Sn sample, b) element mapping of Cu, c) element mapping of Sn. 

According to my hypothesis, the previously experienced results develop with the 

following modell, explained in this section. Instantly after creating the coating, the 

copper atoms from the substrate diffuse into the deposited tin layer and form 

intermetallic compounds at the interface. The diffusion is faster in elevated 

temperature and storing the samples in 105 °C for 2400 hours generates a large mass 

of Cu6Sn5 intermetallic within the tin coating, consuming the majority of the layer 

itself. The thickness of the developed intermetallic is around 1-2 µm. 

Localized corrosion develops on the surface of the coating when water vapour from 

the air condenses as micro-water droplets and corrosive O2 is absorbed at these 

surfaces. Most metal corrosion occurs via electrochemical reactions at the interface 

between the metal and an electrolyte. Electrochemical corrosion involves two half-cell 

reactions: an oxidation reaction at the anodic site and a reduction reaction at the 

cathodic site [6.4]. For tin corroding in water with a near neutral pH, these half-cell 

reactions can be represented as an anode reaction: 

2 2Sn Sn e  (6.1) 

and cathode reaction:  

  (6.2) 2 22 4 4O H O e OH
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Within the droplet, the hydroxide ions can move inward to react with the tin(II) ions 

moving from the oxidation region, thus tin(II) hydroxide precipitates. Rust is then 

quickly produced by the oxidation of the precipitate. This can be presented with the 

following equation:  

2

2
2  Sn OH Sn OH  (6.3) 

2 2 22

1
+   

2
Sn OH O SnO H O  (6.4) 

While the localized corrosion areas on all the copper alloy coatings were dense with 

copper whiskers, the corrosion areas on the pure tin coated samples contained only 

SnOx corrosion product. SnOx develops during the corrosion of pure tin coatings, while 

spots of CuxO will also develop within the SnOx for Sn-Cu coatings, since corrosion 

also occurs on the copper clusters in the Sn-Cu alloy. The copper will be oxidized by 

the dissolved oxygen in the water forming copper (I) oxide (Cu2O) with the following 

reaction:  

2 24  2Cu O Cu O  (6.5) 

During the localized corrosion of the tin (and tin-copper alloy) coating, water and 

oxygen easily reaches to the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic. Tin is anodic to copper and copper 

alloys and to the intermetallic compounds formed between tin and copper in most 

aqueous environments and hence the corrosion of the coating accelerates inwards in 

the layer [3.27]. Because the developed SnOx (and traces of CuxO) rust is precipitated 

as a result of secondary reactions, it is porous and absorbent which encourages further 

corrosion. Hence, inward water diffusion may penetrate into it [6.5] and cause further 

corrosion in the intermetallic layer (by this time intermetallic growth has already 

saturated).  

It is obvious that the copper content of the alloys is too low by itself to form the 

experienced amount of copper-oxide whiskers, so the copper must originate from the 

substrate; which is mostly available from the intermetallic region. Usually it is hard to 

achieve a balance for good mechanical and environmental properties for intermetallic 

compounds. Materials with excellent resistance against oxidation and hot corrosion 

have relatively low strength, while higher specific strength modulus alloys have 

poorer oxidation resistance [6.6]. While the stable Cu3Sn phase is completely inert for 

corrosion, it has been determined that the corrosion behavior of Cu6Sn5 is almost as 
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corrosive as pure Cu [6.7]. Investigations with dental amalgams [3.7,6.8] show that 

the most corrosion prone phase in high copper amalgams is the Cu6Sn5 phase where 

corrosion processes lead to the release of SnOx. Due to the meeting of the water 

droplet with the intermetallic, Cu6Sn5 breaks up into Sn(OH)2 and Cu(OH)2 which 

instantly oxidize and transform into SnO2 and Cu2O, respectively. For breaking up the 

Cu6Sn5 intermetallic, the ionic reaction equation with concerning the corrosion 

product is the following: 

+

6 5 2 213 5 3 13 + 26eCu Sn OH SnO Cu O H  (6.6) 

Hence, the total equation of the reaction for breaking up the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic can 

be given as:  

6 5 2 2 2

13
5 3

2
Cu Sn O SnO Cu O  (6.7) 

By calculating the the standard-state free energy of reaction (ΔGf) it can be 

determined whether a reaction is spontaneous or not. Any reaction for which ΔGf  is 

negative is spontaneous. The Gibbs free energy at the given temperature (378K) are 

expressed as: 

  (6.8) 

where ΔG
0

f  standard state Gibbs free energy [kJ/mol] and S is the a temperature (T) 

dependent entropy [kJ/mol.K]. The free energy of formation of SnO2, Cu2O, O, Sn, 

Cu and Cu6Sn5 are expressed in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2. The Gibbs free energy of formation of different materials 

Component The free energy of formation (kJ/mol) Free energy at T = 378 K (kJ/mol) Reference 

SnO2 ΔGf <SnO2> = -575.09 + 0.207 T -496.8 [6.9]
 

Cu2O ΔGf <Cu2O> = -167.05 + 0.071 T -140.2 [6.10]
 

Cu6Sn5 ΔGf <Cu6Sn5> = -7.75 – 0.0004 T -7.9 [6.11]
 

O ΔGf <O> = 246.79 – 0.042 T 249.6 [6.12]
 

Sn 0 below its melting point 0 [6.12] 

Cu 0 below its melting point 0 [6.12] 

Calculating the chemical potentials of the equation (6.7) results in a value < 0:  

2 2 6 53 ( ) 5 ( ) ( ) 13 ( )

6141.5kJ/mol

f f f fG G Cu O G SnO G Cu Sn G O
 (6.9)

 

0

f fG G S T
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which means that the reaction can occur spontaineously. According to the free energy 

values of the compounds, it is impossible for the developed SnOx corrosion area to 

pass their oxygen atoms to the neighbouring Cu6Sn5  layer. 

When the oxygen reaches down until the intermetallic, oxygen diffuses into the 

Cu6Sn5 layer, breaks up the intermetallic material, creates more SnOx and enrichment 

of Cu2O occurs [6.13,6.14]. Although Cu2O is a porous material, oxygen transport 

within the inner layers cannot go perfectly across the structure of the Cu2O. Instead, 

the developed Cu2O breaks up the neighbouring Cu6Sn5 in parts that was originally 

further away from the main oxygen source. This can be expressed by the following 

equation:  

 
(6.10)  

Calculating the chemical potentials of the equation (6.10) (similarly as for equation 

(6.9)), it results in ΔG = -1074.1 kJ/mol which means that this reaction can also occur 

spontaneously. Since all the O and Sn atoms diffuse into SnO2 around the area, the 

developed Cu stays unreacted around the Cu2O area, creating a mixture of Cu2O + Cu 

within the layer. 

Compressive stress is necessary in the Cu2O + Cu area for the initiation and growth of 

copper-oxide whiskers. When SnOx is transformed continuously from the Cu6Sn5, the 

volume of the corroded area expands because SnOx and Cu2O are significantly lower 

in density than Cu6Sn5. The density of Cu6Sn5, Cu2O and SnO2 is 8.3 g/cm
3
, 6.0 g/cm

3
 

and 6.95 g/cm
3
, respectively. The hardness of the tin-oxide is considerably larger than 

the hardness of the copper-oxide (Mohr hardness of SnO2 is 6.5 and Mohr hardness of 

Cu2O is 3.5-4). Hence, a compressive stress is generated by the corrosion of the tin that 

pushes Cu2O + Cu towards the surface and that drives the nucleation and growth of 

copper-oxide whiskers. Weak spots on the oxide layer are needed to relieve the 

developed internal compressive stress, which drives the copper material out of the 

opening so that whiskers can grow [6.15]. The oxide layer within the Sn-Cu alloy 

coatings already has spots of Cu2O clusters. Therefore the copper-oxide can break 

through and extrude out on the weakened areas of the corroded layer and exist in a 

whisker form (Figure 6.14) on the samples with Sn-Cu alloy coatings. As it can be 

seen in Figure 6.9, a layer of SnOx remain can be found on the tip of the whisker.  

2 6 5 210 26 5Cu O Cu Sn Cu SnO
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Figure 6.14. The mechanism of copper-oxide whisker growth: a) the tin-oxide layer develops 

with CuxO spots within, meanwhile Cu6Sn5 intermetallic layer grows rapidly. b) After the 

corrosion of Cu6Sn5, copper-oxide is piling-up. The dilating SnOx compresses the copper-oxide 

causing it to extrude at the weakened areas of the surface oxide 

The reason why no copper-oxide whiskers developed on the samples coated with 

pure Sn could be that the hardness of the tin-oxide was too large for the copper-oxide 

to break through, since no Cu2O developed in the coatings of the samples in early 

stage. The previously introduced theory was proven by TEM measurements of the 

layer structure. By observing the TEM measurements of the pure tin samples (100Sn) 

on Figure 6.12, it can be proved that the copper-oxide (Cu2O) develops within the layer 

instantly by the break-up of the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic, and not by developing Cu 

independently by selective corrosion of the Sn and oxidizing it by humidity after it 

extrudes out of the surface as a whisker.  

 

6.5  Conclusion of the Differences between the Two Test Conditions 

In this research I have studied the whisker growth behaviour of tin-copper alloy 

surface finishes in highly oxidizing environments. According to the results the two 

main influencing factor of the whisker growth was the level of oxidation and the Cu 

content of the alloys. In the case of the 85 °C/ 85% RH test condition the level of 

oxidation was much less than in the case of 105 °C/ 100% RH because of both the 

higher temperature and humidity. Additionally, the diffusion rate within the whisker 

grain is lower in case of 85 °C/ 85% RH test condition, as it is highly dependent on 

the temperature. In relation with this, the whiskering behaviour of the alloys was very 

different during the different tests. The higher Cu content of the alloys caused higher 
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average whisker density and length in the case of both test types. The whisker growth 

was saturation type in all cases with the saturation point at around 1600–2000 hours 

(85 °C/ 85% RH) and 1200 hours (105 °C/100% RH). 

In the case of 85 °C/ 85% RH test although the humidity was high, severe 

corrosion did not occur, the developed corrosion spots were not deep as the oxidation 

level was much lower. Therefore the whisker density was low but the developed 

whiskers were longer. During this test condition it was also proven that the higher Cu 

content of the alloys caused higher whisker density. Since the high copper content has 

a higher corrosion rate, the additional stresses due to the tin and copper-oxides 

accelerate the whisker growth after the first appearance. The larger the copper content 

in an alloy, the more stress will develop in the due to the corrosion of the alloy 

plating. The recrystallization temperature of tin is very low, and recrystallization 

occurs even around room temperature. For this reason grain growth is also carried out 

at low temperatures. Since melting points of alloys with higher copper content 

increase rapidly, grain growth due to recrystallization in the higher Cu content alloys 

cannot be so efficient and develops slower. Hence the first appearance of whiskers 

occurs later in time as it was observed in the case of 3–5% Cu content alloys. But 

since the high copper content has a higher corrosion rate, the additional stresses due to 

the tin and copper oxides accelerate the whisker growth after the first appearance. 

In the case of 105 °C/100% RH test the material of the developed whiskers on the 

Sn-Cu alloy surface finishes were copper-oxide instead of tin (as in case of 85 °C/ 

85% RH tests). The copper-oxide whisker growth on tin-copper alloy surface finishes 

in highly oxidizing 105 °C/ 100% RH environment is theorized to be because of the 

corrosion of the intermetallic layer. The steps for copper-oxide whisker development 

are the followings:  

1. corrosion of the tin-oxide coating with CuxO clusters within;  

2. meanwhile, extended growth of Cu6Sn5 intermetallic layer;  

3. corrosion of Cu6Sn5 and pile-up of copper-oxide at the meeting point of SnOx 

and Cu6Sn5;  

4. dilating SnOx compressing the copper-oxide, therefore it extrudes at the 

weakened areas of the surface oxide.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

During my work I have inspected the growth mechanism of tin whiskers in details, 

and the factors responsible for its development and growth rate. I have set up an 

investigation method for examining samples with tin electroplating on bronze 

substrates with a silver/nickel underlayer. I have observed the whiskering properties 

on these types of structures at high humidity environments. I have tested the process 

of recrystallization as new type of treatment method in order to mitigate whisker 

growth. I have developed experiments in order to observe the effect of copper content 

on the whiskering properties in Sn-Cu alloy platings. The scientific results of my 

work are summarized in three thesis groups, which are as follows: 

 

Thesis Group 1: Whiskering Properties of Structures with Underlayers in 

Humid Enviroment  

Thesis 1.1: I have proved that tin layers are more whisker resistant in the early 

stage with silver underlayers than layers with nickel underlayers, until the point 

when the tin diffuses into the silver layer and makes contact with the copper and 

forms Cu6Sn5 intermetallics which create additional stress in the tin layer. I have 

shown experimentally that the Ni3Sn4 intermetallics expand towards the tin layer 

instead of the nickel layer creating stresses initially inside the tin layer. 

I have experienced that storing samples at 40 °C/ 95% RH, the first whiskers 

appeared early (at 2200 hours), and grew continuously on tin layers with nickel 

underlayers. The explanation of this phenomenon is that the Ni3Sn4 intermetallic layer 

grows towards the tin instead of the nickel layer, thereby creating compressive stress 

instantly in the tin layer, which is contrary to the statement of the existing literature 

[3.14]. Based on the results of my experiments, observing the intermetallic layer 

growth between the silver and nickel underlayer and the tin layer, I have found that 

the silver layer reacts faster with the neighbouring copper and tin layer compared to 

nickel, when stored for the same period of time. After storing for 4200 hours, I have 

investigated that while the nickel layer remained completely intact, the thickness of 
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the silver layer decreased to nearly one third and at some parts the copper layer 

diffused through the layer, and formed Cu6Sn5 intermetallic rapidly after reaching the 

tin layer. This is the reason why the whiskering ability of the silver underlayered 

samples increased rapidly after 4200 hours compared to the nickel samples. 

In case of storing at 105 °C/ 100% RH, I have experienced longer whiskers to 

develop on the silver underlayered samples compared to the nickel underlayered 

samples. The longer whiskering property of the silver underlayer samples is due to the 

following: the moment when the copper diffused through the silver underlayer and 

formed intermetallic with tin was sooner at high temperature (105 °C) than at lower 

temperature (40 °C) as the diffusion rate is highly dependent on the temperature. 

Similarly, the Ni3Sn4 intermetallics expanded towards the tin layer creating stresses 

inside the tin layer. However the growth rate of Ni3Sn4 is much lower than the growth 

rate of Cu6Sn5 (as in case for the penetrated silver layer) and the material transport 

caused by the slowly generated stress can be blocked by the rapid oxidation in the 

case of the high temperature and high humidity condition (see Thesis 1.2). Longer 

whiskers are more likely to cause short circuits in electronic devices, so the lengths of 

whiskers are more important than the density in practical aspect of system reliability. 

Hence coatings with silver underlayers may be more vulnerable to shorts created by 

whiskers than the coatings with nickel underlayers. 

 

Thesis 1.2: I have proved that in case of an increased surface oxidation of tin, the 

longitudinal growth of whiskers is "converted" to the growth of the whisker 

density.  

I have experimentally found that on the samples aged at 105 °C/ 100% RH the tin 

coating does not follow the known whisker formation process known in the literature 

[1.3], a novel mechanism for whisker growth occurs due to the formed thick oxide 

layer. The excessive oxidation evolving in this environment prevents the growth of 

the developing whisker. After a whisker had grown out, the hostile environment 

oxidized it quickly, which stops the growth. Additional stresses in the layer do not 

make the whisker grow longer; instead new whiskers grow out at the cracks of the 
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surface beside the existing whisker. This way the whisker density grows instead of the 

length. In this case, the developed whiskers do not follow the usual whisker 

appearance, the developed whiskers are thicker (>10 μm), and may grow in bundles 

(which are 30-40 μm large). In this connection I have discovered and interpreted the 

"whisker-on-whisker" phenomenon. In case there is a crack on the oxide layer of the 

whisker and additional stress in the tin layer causes tin atoms to diffuse into the 

whisker, I have observed that a new whisker may grow out of the existing whisker, 

which will grow until the appearing oxide layer on its surface causes it to stop. 

Publications related to Thesis group 1: L1, L2, R1, R2. 

 

Thesis Group 2: The Role of the Grain Structure of Tin for Whisker Growth 

Thesis 2: I have proved that due to the recrystallization process, the 

transformation of the grain structure within the tin layer delays the development 

of whiskers. 

I have examined the recrystallization (stretched by 5% and then annealed in 150 °C 

for 1 hour) as a new procedure to reduce whisker formation. The samples treated with 

this process were compared with samples treated by annealing (which is a whisker 

mitigating procedure applied by the industry), and untreated reference samples. I have 

examined the whisker growth properties of these samples with the following 

accelerated reliability tests: 105 °C/ dry, 50 °C/dry and temperature cycling. I have 

concluded that during aging, the pre-treatment methods (mainly recrystallization) 

result in a delaying effect in time of the first whisker appearance compared to the 

reference samples, which advantage will become negligible over time because of the 

additional intermetallic layer thickness growth and re-accumulation of tensions. The 

reason is as follows: in case of the annealing, the grain structure is not transformed, 

but the electroplating caused the initial stress to relax, so the developing stress due to 

intermetallic layer formation occurs later. However, in case of the recrystallized 

samples a new grain structure is formed; instead of the original columnar grains, a 

mixed structure of semi-columnar and horizontal grains is formed, which is more 

resistant to whisker development. I have shown experimentally and explained 
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theoretically that in case of a bright tin (grain size ≤ 500 nm) layer under a nodule or 

hillock, inside at the bottom of the columnar grains near the intermetallic region, large 

amount of voids develop. I have proven that the reason for this is that the tin diffuses 

from the grains into the large hillock or nodule, and the large quantity of mass 

transport void is formed at the bottom of the columnar grain. 

Publications related to Thesis group 2: L3, R3. 

 

Thesis Group 3: The Whiskering Properties of Tin-Copper Alloys in Various 

Humidity Conditions 

Thesis 3.1: I have proved that the two main influencing factors of whisker 

growth for tin-copper alloys were the level of oxidation and the copper content of 

the alloys. I have established that in case of 85 °C/ 85% RH conditions, the 

higher copper content of the alloys caused higher whisker density, but the first 

appearance of whiskers occurs later in time. 

I have investigated the whisker growth differences of two high humidity conditions 

(85 °C/ 85% RH and 105 °C/ 100% RH) on pure tin and tin-copper alloys. In the case 

of the 85 °C/ 85% RH test condition, the level of oxidation was much less than in the 

case of 105 °C/ 100% RH because of both the higher temperature and humidity. 

Additionally, the diffusion rate within the whisker grain is lower in case of 85 °C/85% 

RH test condition, as it is highly dependent on the temperature. In relation with this, 

the whiskering behaviour of the alloys was very different during the different tests. 

The higher copper content of the alloys caused higher average whisker density and 

length in the case of both test types. In the case of 85 °C/ 85% RH test although the 

humidity was high, severe corrosion did not occur, therefore the whisker density was 

low but the developed whiskers were longer. During this test condition, it was also 

proven that the higher copper content of the alloys caused higher whisker density. 

Since the high copper content has a higher corrosion rate, the additional stresses due 

to the tin and copper oxides accelerates the whisker growth after the first appearance. 

The larger the copper content is in an alloy, the more stress will develop due to the 
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corrosion of the alloy coating. Since melting points of alloys with higher copper 

content increase rapidly, grain growth due to recrystallization in these alloys cannot be 

so efficient and develop slower. Hence the first appearance of whiskers occurs later in 

time. But since the high copper content has a higher corrosion rate, the additional 

stresses due to the tin and copper oxides accelerate the whisker growth after the first 

appearance. 

 

Thesis 3.2: I have shown experimentally and explained theoretically that in case 

of extreme high temperature and humidity conditions (105 °C/ 100% RH), a new 

phenomenon develops in tin-copper alloys, called the copper-oxide whiskers. 

I have proved that the major force for copper-oxide whisker growth on tin-copper 

alloy surface finishes in highly oxidizing 105 °C/ 100% RH environment is because 

of the corrosion of the Cu6Sn5 intermetallic layer. I have experienced that the two 

main influencing factor of the whisker growth was corrosion and the copper content 

of the alloys. On pure tin coatings, an even layer of SnOx oxide layer develops on the 

surface of the layer, but on tin-copper alloy coatings, spots of CuxO will develop 

within the SnOx layer. Storing the samples in elevated temperature generates a large 

mass of Cu6Sn5 intermetallic within the coating. During the localized corrosion of the 

tin (and tin-copper alloy) coating, water and oxygen easily reaches to the Cu6Sn5 

intermetallic. Tin is anodic to copper and copper alloys and to the intermetallic 

compounds formed between tin and copper in most aqueous environments and hence 

the corrosion of the coating accelerates inwards in the layer. Because the developed 

SnOx (and traces of CuxO) rust is precipitated as a result of secondary reactions, it is 

porous and absorbent which encourages further corrosion. Hence, due to the meeting 

of water and Cu6Sn5, oxygen atoms diffuse into the Cu6Sn5 layer, break up the 

intermetallic material and enrichment of Cu2O occurs. When SnOx is formed from the 

Cu6Sn5, the volume expands and compressive stress is generated, which is the driving 

force for copper-oxide whiskers. In case of tin-copper alloys, weak spots of CuxO are 

found on the oxide layer which is needed to relieve the developed internal 

compressive stress as copper-oxide whisker formation. If no CuxO is developed on the 

surface of the samples in early stage (such as in case of pure tin coatings), separation 
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also occurs underneath the corrosion spots, but due to hardness of the tin-oxide it is 

impossible for the copper-oxide to break through, hence no copper-oxide whiskers 

develop. 

Publications related to Thesis Group 3: L4, R4. 

 

The Application of the Results 

The results discussed in the thesis are mainly considered as basic research. Their 

fundamentality can be subject to the future whisker- research and hopefully provide 

direction towards the solution of the phenomenon. Currently, the whisker is a failure 

which still occurs in the industry very often, and decreases the lifespan of products. 

The examinations described in Thesis Group 1 have been developed for the order 

of the automotive electronics manufacturing company Robert Bosch Ltd. The 

measurement results show that high humidity conditions develop whiskers more 

strongly. Furthermore, it is clear that the extremely high corrosion conditions stop the 

growth of whiskers due to the inhibitory effect of tin oxide. 

The results of Thesis Group 2 show that with the use of the recrystallization 

process gives the possibility to delay the formation of whiskers in a new way, thereby 

extending the lifespan of electronic devices. The experiments were carried out with 

the cooperation of National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) located in Japan.  

In Thesis Group 3 I discovered a new type of fault, the copper whiskers. During 

the collaboration with NIMS, I have explained the physical background of this 

phenomenon and I have proved it by experiments. Additionally, I have investigated 

the whiskering ability of tin-copper alloy platings, which is an important factor for 

describing the reliability of these kinds of surface finishes.  

All of the work is connected to the scientific program of the " Development of 

quality-oriented and harmonized R+D+I strategy and functional model at BME" 

project which is supported by the New Hungary Development Plan (Project ID: 

TÁMOP-4.2.1/B-09/1/KMR-2010-0002).  
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Thesis Related Publications 

Papers published in international journals in English:  

L1. B. Horváth, B. Illés, G. Harsányi, T. Shinohara: “Effects of Humidity on Tin 

Whisker Growth – Investigated on Ni and Ag Underplated Layer 

Construction”, Thin Solid Films 520, 2011, pp. 384–390 

L2.  B. Illés, B. Horváth, G. Harsányi: “Effect of Strongly Oxidizing 

Environment on Whisker Growth form Tin Coating” Surface & Coatings 

Technology vol. 205 , 2010,  pp. 2262–2266 

L3. B Horváth, B. Illés, T. Shinohara, G. Harsányi, “Whisker Growth on 

Annealed and Recrystallized Tin Platings”, Thin Solid Films 520, 2012, pp. 

5733–5740 

Papers published in Hungarian journals in English:  

L4. B. Horváth, B. Illés, T. Shinohara, G. Harsányi: “Determining Whiskering 

Properties of Tin-Copper Alloy Solder-dipped Platings.” Periodica 
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Papers published in proceedings of international conferences in English:  
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Leadframes” Proceedings of 57th Materials and environment debate – 

Japan Society of Corrosion Engineering, Okinawa, Japan, 2010, pp. 

304-307. 

R2. B. Horváth, B. Illés, G. Harsányi: „Investigation of Tin Whisker Growth: 

The Effects of Ni and Ag Underplates” Proceedings of 32nd ISSE 

conference, Brno, Czech Republic, 2009, pp. 1-5. 

R3. B. Horváth, B. Illés, T. Shinohara, G. Harsányi: “Microstructure of Sn thin 
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Proceedings of 3rd Asian Materials Data Symposium (AMDS2012), Naha, 

Japan, 2012 

R4. B. Illés, B. Horváth, T Shinohara, G. Harsányi: “Tin Whisker Growth from 
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